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FOREWORD
In the following discussion the writer desites to make 
it clear that she fully'appreciates the value of interests and 
activities other than those connected with the fine arts, in the 
life of youth, and recomnonds the fine arts program as one, ele- 
ment in its religious education. o
She does b^l^eY^Oi hpwej^er, it is an essential, and
at the present time a much neglacted, element* Therefore she is 
about to defend in considerable detail the thesis that, as they 
offer varied and ^^dequate opportunities for creative and recrea­
tive expression, the fin^ arts can provide not only the constructive 
substitute for undesirable activities which is so greatly needed, .
^ N.
but also that sane and balanced omotionalization of religious ideas 
necessary to the development of the hipest character in young people; 
and that this fine arts program can be successfully promoted thro’u^ 











. - v !PHA?jn^*IrMPI.BSCOTO& ; 'jt *^^<0 . 7-^ •
' ^ i e* ’>5-^^- . 2^1 i ~ '‘jr * <5tLS cZ
-xrlzi'iOrder to;jmderstanA«‘aiit’adoldAcd]i1loaB'li»' i^s, *it ?
itia]X to rozBoitbearid^tj^he'virar^iiandL.itHlrnu^eLdLiBpQr.tant* todceep^lif 
ttlni' might' ^ad. ’should 'bocono’^ 'What mm±ai»'fetcs^short
tagQ.?'n A.ohi'ld, thoroa^y jacquatomeAtiO'ihtinsal^^ c^tentedL'4^‘do<»? » \ 
:]^oad'^on'-jAcont wd'tdachAr'^or dirodt^3Qn,t .to«,tsica:hlme‘l£‘ ^nd ihis 
’!«u£roundlng8‘>largoly''^Qr .gr^ted'^ mnd tta md^d 'play 'tho- ohief’^ibaa*? 
Jinoos.'of lito.. ; r- ^ t -4.^; -d <— •5
•v, .V >dad ^il^t is ha jdeLStinod.'t.o Jbeoomo} - alter* in aifaw’short ?•*$, 
jroari%. lAc £ul*ly.Tsalf '<ioii%oloua,' ‘ssresettre -portanalttx’; to 'i^ditl 
phM'osophitfal ^n^s^ ■aiaiorocesiir<]:efl'9otii]ig>ttha^iB^roip:osm,.^ x^X^xoal^^ 
ayaamiO’, ‘dreativo-vhole'of ^roal^tyrf 'thef-j^ll .£1004* of. talf con- 
BOioasnesa ho vdlL^To aOQ9pted:i*tha r.edp6h&dtbili'»t7^'for,hi8i9wa^dot'a. 
‘tiny.,' -»nd*-in allx prohahillty.^jfoyi thaferof: other?.- Made in ‘the Imago- * 
oft tho-Oroatoy, .his own- fullnott of life mast „coffia throng that self -- 
reapros^ioir which oTontuates-'dn the.'ssreation^df >thln^« lideas^^iTalnes,^ 
\porsorrs.: ~ Eos wil‘l*'hft aUve Jnst in so far as he is aotlTo, eansatire, 
dynamio,. oreatiTO;: hhs>4'irfa fQroea'jrill. stagnate ^^sQ.ifac cas*!^ ’j&oes 
^otrsnqoeod inegtring' them Jrofinitarozpresaionwr ^For this ald-esseh' 
ftial -self asg^ression-tmany ohann^lslail;l *pre8ent themsel-res.. Ea 
Ibnlld honse8t:0ncexpl'votldeaai^sorv£eprod'ace  ̂atheir. htunanrheidgs, uor . 
jaonqposo a HallolnJfidtiGhores., .Eni-if he Is ■.tq^liTei-atcundantly,'^is 
self consciicmsness^^^naalorheoanse .jofctha.intelleotnal, emotioz^E.^nd 
‘TOlitihndl forods withjwhiohdt has been .charged-^:nRst £ind exnressi-og 
-through some line .or diifew-of-oreatlvefaotiTlty.ii.^-4 I, '
4
3elf-Qonsoi(rasv=3 40^ tlig^..^dpl8foont'f^th9^-,on0--wh^4s_]^king ^




^jranal'^ipp, f9r9i%.9h3^dJi0Od);j5o-^txgri^ age#^ pf
jtsr^ljA apt ^:9]ei^tyf.o«r> |re-^aoe a liighly ooii^l©i^and. fr|gnen^l^v baffling 
^roblpp* ^,o;jbe,rlf^tl7, nndprftopd^ hla.^barap^rl^ips^needs ^d 
atippts^f'.linist .be-relaj^ed 4o fv^aaentel, ppncejjt^pf ^the ^a^Xes^ent
wbont Jbb®. ^poypjs^ «f y^lltiptiTity as well rejjyodnebiyjJSy ^re
japidlj a993rsap2ilng:4:bplr BayliaaiB^^pTelppinentt and in whom a newly 
realized.ao^sf-^consoiop^pesd'-i®: aew*^ For seme
^opr^eenryeary^ bp -(w*-sl^a’ln-bas-irecognize^^Sj^^ijm- exi^t^nce.
bat .thei full and tre^ndopf sigQifiQancp...pf .the fac.t ,1^ pzists as 
lan-^lpdppepdent '-indSyidnaly' ^separate from aH .others, yet s^ontanejnzsly 
jtptereB.tejd rthepi» ^e^pnsib],e. for.^s qpm dej^iny and achieTementy fall
of the 'V|rill'^to»>5pwe,r'\ ^t^ajpble^^pf-becpmin^ a.^j^aqtor to be^ i^Jcpned 
wijbhi-in -the xoFlt tltttpcrsppBi^n^^hlpgs, ©yejTwhel-^ng one. hpar^^ ohalleng- 
dng. the pext, ,and tre^ndcnjsly ^IptereBtipg. always. The creative, power of a 
'jiew-personality .iSv.beln^ pnipospd, ^d; it is a^<act of very^ real moment, 
<apt* only'to^ the jel:^*iuTOlv©,d bntH^o the-world — sle^^thongh the-v.orld
.usually 4p-to rea^i-ze. it.
Intellectual - ■• - .th©i_fapii]^ties^o ,.rapj.dly developing to-make
emotional,
and voli- ^an rindepopdent, Q^e^tor, ^ont pf^^depepden^ttimitatiLve child* Pl^sical. 
tional
development .forc©8.,--and-,nore i-n^qrtant .stiV^^, tlW{jgreat p^ehical aijd spjr^nal 
essential fpreep whii3h.wn0rgij*d-.t]^-p^^ipal, and of which they are bnt the symbols.
or phenon^^ipl -aanifeotatipn8,^-de^n^^attentipn. The^ intellectual.
.daQ.ti'0n^'iPnd yqiitionajt .-facal^ties, which wilhjiptermine the, quantity., 
land quality .of all ^the preative. .ente^ri|e8 in^which the individual may 





jpoe^t. d^ffienl-t .task, aH leaders f^ople> addre8t-<the^elTe8.
^he^ senses, so it Is signifioant that at this tiise they should,^ with­
out exoe^tlon, grey most aoutely-^aotijej- sight iSj^een9^,^fplor,^n®Te
clearly distin^ished^ 3^Jp.
to J^ei^ten. the. ?0asatipn§l^px|'erlences of the-, in^dlvddnal,., 5ntlJ,,ati
times they.almost. Intoxio^te* *-AJ- same< finie-a*new,^comprehension- of
Relationships adds to theii; significance.^ » * ^■ t
)en men- 
il appetite
, « , Urged.on, by tjiese^.new, contacts irith. the great^‘’oth©r-thamhim-'Xvv^ ww^ V X ^ V J-’T' «» WV s Vk ^ t
seXt'* as well^asj^by^an innerv;COinp^lsi(mj the adolescent hecoraes ipter.- 
ested ln.^a ^e^t v^rietjr^of things^and people^ ^ideas, and ^deals-v A.- 
^gen ^nty. appetite-sis^ indi,cated^tFy^-the..i^finite^pmber and scope of
jthe^.questignSj^}^i(3^^oo^vr^to ^he^dyegagg^fdolescent. - -
laginative
iwers
^ Jew..powers of ^imagination^d^yelop^ 4^
t^e entire-life of th© Andiridnal, they reach the flood tide of their
power dnringvadol^^sc^nce. Day-dreaming bacons,a.most f^so.iaating gccn-
patlpn, and the youth utilizers^is.. imagi^tiye -powers-pe.rhaps more fre-
gnently tto ^^-Wf®'tb^|i-_^^*,^;^|?^~th»^pga«ibinties ,of the neif, found 
Mlf ^f..which4ie .^s ,beeomg,so acutely donsoioue^^wfth^theiir feejp he
^ees >irasolf .achipyj-ug the Ai^ossible, creattog the .superlatlTej^ wpn-^- 
deRful, ^the center .of Wel^ deserred^adi^rat^on. ^The »iMn,he ig.,goii^ 
to ^ecoB^* .gr,o?|8 .,to bp. of all persona moot Interesting. -But d^gtnatlpn
glyes ijejr colpx, to all lilB, thinking. „ , ,
veloping
ason
5.-5V Al9^ with^^the^other ment^ facultl^B,. Rea^ppn is steadily-*-.
thpu^ perhaps .more sp,pwl5v_- deyelopiug^, Things,,are.-seen more and more
in relatipnshij>a, and contradictions.--ai^ unendurable^ ^ - -■
- -"v. - - or 3<> ~









diffibtilV^^ rf- over * ** *> ^ ' 3 J t..'I
*" -0 PSrliajs't}© feostiootiftpiotionsXfacnljtyjLpffftdolesopnQp,
oldeftiy-5tlie''niDst*3©riinent ito-Jth0-.pr&Bent:7di»cnssipii,"ipi4iJie -papt^onal.;
So Btrongi'are-'ithetismbtions ■t'iiD05'.jBOjnenr4ixi^»9J3yyO^§9>>.'*S9.
Yerse,^that ifl^feBstg^riendg. an^, freqTaentJy^Jjp. hiippoif-*-
a’doi'Slcen^'iijec'oB&bi aar-ssui^S®®"* ‘SSrpiviaedr %y.’t}ie «i0W-f^
ab^Wti^^V^'fe^lliiesCatcreBiatlonB, he^ifindai .Ulffiiii.nioati^'ffiP'al't Aip^A
TkSy ai^ apt’jto-o^un'iwilfty'ftheyi laelc-OPord-in&^Lo^^i-iE^o
heights,-andri^sinks to'tha^ Aepihav andi Croqjio^yi ^0?^* 
heth'thh^-rthra© <'4ay. "Proper^h^agjBfg^of -these:-eBations i-s )0SB0,c,iay.y 
tiff aoJil'eTeinent- daring.ithas Dd.iLCle;^di>l9'8Qpaop^ sjjap^ j^tha.^
tltotf'^they'hre ^iSomparatlTely much fa^theY Aevelps^d th^ Ll^iesjrea^qh; which t- 
ir'dtafecvt them.
Youth .is ,stirred ■by.^heauty more'‘deeply. than.-chiJLdhpo,d. .oTpr can. 
her, faid'in'.iBaT:qr= oasea, mOre profoundly'ithan j^turi-^ eyor'jsllh he;.. tho e 
aUcle scent ahfl'lTr at a goree^s^sunset^r^l-awari^i^^. so^g, ^avply fage, 
anCti'gure^^ tOther-petsonfili'tlaasJstir in a-new-and, pcjwett^l fashlouK.and 
eases tdf acute hero worship ^eTalop*' :Syi^thyi: ^^rqpiationi,*admirat^ion, 
aderationi re^lsion,vconte95)t, lord j,hatred;, ^oy and. sorrow, ^ayeuse^ - 
hymany tftimali'andcexpresseA in manjcwayairairay ».the*-naw eoJttiLsJXjiii- 
ordSdi'figly'hrousht under.vsoatrolf tall thianls asrittahoul4-'^0< -A 
efeolionsEl'^nature properly oontrolldds.iS;'anainTSlu^'bl9„ as8et:.. -^^iDtsraelt 
has pnt'ft:!t-Man is oiatitrulyigreat.whenijie apts p^ssio^^ ,
nerei-irreBistahlO" tut, when,hp^appea^s t^x the
wmotiona: tOjra the-.t^pls pi ^reat^^ohieTeiJwnt,'0?n terrlhle destraptlon^ 










^tfessep Hecking 9f H^arA has pat it, "Peeling is thoa^t
acre ei* less lil eentpai ef things, and will, in t^ last analysis,
<1^ t'c tas*Is thought assaaing control ©Tef reality. * ••^Will exists when, and
iy n ~ r. ^ -tTSiin so far as .E fal.and 3u?s, ^ -r uinstinctire impalse has first to ebtain the consent
'n>*«£ vhlch i sh^’* ch^'sc,*^ fi.n~of a ruling policy before pursuing its course. Hhe policy, of a self is
.’i- first wfulct:.^^ has b;s;u b^'-v-v ** A c.tlfits own interpretation of its own pentral and necessary interest. ” Will,
'^'^y ^ ^ • 4,s:»3 a ri^-, isricciri-j Cb^.-UdetheijL,representing a right ruling policy, strong because of a well de-
'l?V ^ jp^\, vtlt *. r.l i cho^ain,';Teloped intellect, and dynamic balanced emotional background, is the
i: '>u ^rl ^ ^ t n o - t . "Oi'v v#, • •latedtaehieTement ©f adolesoenoe.. With the Tolitipnal powers deTeleped>
h*j rij s, r Vi^:i ho v"ll l^ite- Is ^r^ns.i5if ^ ,a capahi© self is ready t© make creatiTe work a reality. During early
adolescence the will" Is strong but fluctuating^ l^acked by iUgsuls© rather 
than reason; durin^^miJdle^h4ole8©eiice^4.t-^increases in power, but tenda
^ ^ , , *t y ‘'"it: '^C'nsto be swfi^ed by th©^^motions^,wh|.le..in late^^adplfSQoncejit should, and 
usually does, cerae into its youtfijful'^achievements, both good and bad,
•«^. f r h' y it < i'jbear eloquent testimigy^ .^1 f j - •»,
^ -Ijfstru’.c. *-Thrilled, |t^en,^,.with^i8 new galj.consciousness, realizing"uu- 
expected powers of^inteileci^ emotion and, will, -adolescent finds hi| 
creative instincts manifesting themselves unmistakably in the "will, fo
t* ^4 a\ iC-.f ' ' , avpower;’ The new individual must have new fields to conquer. To begin.
-..C- --r 0 zX tfij- i.i> . w' ifewith, the fascinating and most difficult task ©f making himself demands
f>i *■ liSi’' ■'t'l V T ^ .jHattention. At the beginning of adolescence the human being is far from 
being a finished product. He Is of all animals the most unfinished.
^ <5- n t - a ' v * » 'Therefore when finished he is distinctly an artificial product in that, 
building Spon'^tHe^foundatiou provide'd by h0i'edity,\nd ^influenced by
his environment, the individual continually makes and remakes hfmself
} i» ^ *i
• * .i ' »■ -- B vh<s
In the course of his life he will be called upon to.aak^ m^zSy things,
■■ ^ i it$ I- :*"• -fv - ^ -ii'iv-l f>ri ©(i-'g
to create along various lines, but it is a question \d1eth0r he will ever
r ■» -N* “T i T - " ..\3
Vf 'iSiSins VinMelf .
ig'^Qi^^boMljietisne'BS^^St^&eVmore'ani' inoi'e'^TVTl'i.^^^i^aV^o*"o>fes 
'^0"*a^6^*^^Br§ieV®*^e^p'onA'bili'ty^Vor ^11:51.1^^ ^'4llc°lo^s'^ larger,
more or less consciously,"! will
make s^a^Tf aSoBi4i]d'|'’\0" the^ st^nllfliS.B'^fei^i ^^Sk^l^cWose,"^!?'*f^- 
y^Sten^tSi'-isreatlvl* tasiir o'f^’tVe *fir8t^nlSnl^u&.e^*?Ss^'&een^iigu§i.^^"^‘'Fself 
m^*'\)0* d'e^'in&d-a^^ik® permanent *]^rinclpi0^^f^b&l^c^lSn^^^Ti§llforS*^ this 
*Self*4ST&lo^ifefe*s0ir*^t©VB''abBul tiM'^al*L'‘'iS4ibr^a&t'’^isk®6f''^SoSBlng'; 
he*^ l6o^:fe“lii&^worl4'‘'‘OTePwlth'^an kppraising'^eye’,'' cbnsi'd&fs^'wfia^^
ii&-wlIl4nborporate kid'Ml'he'wiii i§aTe;“‘il Br^i*i^^s"puV il5‘''*
:.«• \! i.*.”* ’ ■^i 'tr t ■^ir. lied rei^ri-"Het that amassing^flowers.j!"
• .3 1
Youth sighed, "Which rese.D^e ours, *■' ^Wliich lily leaVe itnd lhe£"as^e^t recall V"'‘ *
Njt^that. a^riys^stap V.^att
c V JoTe^orliars;
Mine be soipe figured flame that blpnds, v. . . ^ .
'- ‘’f ’iraWliids ?£^i all P" ^ '•
*• -fiot-fS? B55h'’h3,y^5d'"f&ifs.'"■■-* ’
0 'M .,.SS‘:Kll2a,Srafe*S."'.i*'«rT' '•■ ■"'-••
Finished and finite clods, untroubled t ,
ind^ai the- ioart of^tfies^'^hefblsf^fi'^ thSsb^iddals which are the cen- 
summation^f‘'domin^t^dbsire.^ ’The liporlano^ o‘f iddi^ls willTi^'dis- 
cussTd*^l'er, ra^^not‘'fe anffss^^t'^'hfig'^^no&re t'd quote^again
from%of0s#^^o^'fc'frig:'''&y if^otH"^ l^iblble 'thai^thb good: cliar^o- 
^er *tWt -seebis-^ossi'^e -’only '^o"tfi^iiiy ^4tt£ly^^'o- 
oaii6'0’'*t^^^o^no^^‘Se ^bro^ijh^^wKbiiy 8^'^oficepf?0n
0f "%hd‘t 1‘b 'ies’i^bSe^inay^’'6rf^^^lTf^ed!' conception of Vhki; V^^;pdssiblo.
' -It Is “en^^^tiG ^^tir‘ tii© Tiaa'gin^TonVf^ anyone - af'tho ’bo- 
glnning'^f‘lifVf^fhe^’mdre’ftST'at'other time ideals aie'-being
chosen and habits finally set; with those years of plasticity plus self 







roapanaibillty of aaKlng aneselir - with the help of ethers it is 
tme, hut only in so far as the self chooses to utilise that help.
What greater challenge could possibly be giren the new oreatiye ine^- 
stincts clamoring for expression ?
And so the adolescent looTcs ©rer his physical being with a 
most critical eye. The young girl discovers new revelations in her 
mirror, and a little later the adolescent boy finds Interesting re­
flections in his. What they see there determines much ef their con­
duct; ooiii5)lexi©n, carriage, figure, style ©f hair dress, are all of 
the most coir5>elling interest. Girls especially spend much thought and 
effort on their clothing, and the result Is an untranmelled repre­
sentation of their own ideals of physical beauty if they can make it 
such. To some, all this may seem trivial, but when one looks beneath 
the surface of things he finds here a profound Indication of the ear­
nestness with which youth has set about making itself, and realizes 
that while the process of physical creation, in this sense, is perhaps 
more ebvious because it is carried on with material things that one 
cannot help seeing, it .is no more real to the young person involved, 
than the mental, social and religious "making".
So youth turns te the building of his intelleotual life. 
Pron5>ted perhaps more often by spontaneous desire than by deliberate 
choice and still consciously under the control of the central will, 
he chooses what books he shall read, what pictures he shall see, what 
interests he shall fellow up - realizing more or less distinctly that 
all these things will help in the making ef his intellectual self.
More than this, the question as to the kind and amount of the formal 









hiasolf ooneerned with the In^ortant choice of a Toeatiou.
At this time youth’s intellectual world srast bo constructed 
as well. In referring to the task of self building Professor Hocking 
says: "At adelaseenee there is at least one such task ©f creation 
which the will cannet escape; that of constructing ©ne’s philoaopiy" - 
©r^ again, he refers to the task of "mental world building." For 
eTeiyone must have a phllos©^ of seme sort. He cannot escape it.
And ereiy youth inevitably builds the mental world in which he is to 
do his creative thinking for all time.
To most the task of social self building is even mere inter­
esting. Independent thou^ he Bwy be, the young person is also highly 
imitative. And what could be more natural when ono is constructing a 
self that n^st forever live in relationship with ether selves, than to 
pick out the qualities one admires in other selves for imitation and 
consequent incorporation, and in turn to watch carefully to see itot 
things in one the other selves admire ? So the youth eagerly watches ind 
ciivldual persons at the same time he tries to generalize about social 
values, actually taking into himself admirable characteristics of the 
other selves to such an extent that eventually he will be to a consid­
erable degree a coB^osite picture of them all. Such is the in^ortance 
of personal-influence; such the serious business of friendship and 
the significance of choice in social self building.
Analagous to the task of mental world building is that equally 
iH^ortant and inperative one of ethical world building. Tho self must 
have a system of ethics, a moral standard.
Par surpassing the other three phases of the making of the self 






inenrahly religions aniaal«" although he laay net always seem te
he one, the yonth is aboTe all things religions. This is ineTltabJe 
in the Texy natnre of the case* When ene appropriates a new poss^ss*- 
lon he wants to know all abont it;- where it oame fresi, how to use 
it to the best advantage, and what to expeat' of it. When applied to a 
newly appropriated self these questions drive one Inevitably te the 
Infinite* But when a self consoious being is asking of yellgien the 
questions of life and deatJiLaud eternity upon which his eternal destiny 
depends, he cannot bo satisfied with a ready oade religiont He must 
know first hand* So he questions oreeds that he never thou^t of ques­
tioning before; eveiy phase ©f Ms faith comes up for critical inves­
tigation* "The old structure of belief will not be cos^letely abandon­
ed- it may not be so much as altered; but it must be hypothetically 
abandoned, surveyed from the outside* * * * * that to which one returns
Is no longer another*s but one's own* Originality is not measured by
1
the amount of the change, but by the d^^h of the rethinking*"
It should be eBq>hasized in this connection that the Christian 
religion, provides a ees^lete standard by which the growing self asy 
measure Itself; a perfect pattern into the likeness ef whieh it may 
seek to grew* As he seeks an ideal in aeeordance with which he may 
safely build himself, the young person who ha^ a comprehensive eeneep- 
tion of the Christ, has found that ideal. Here, too, he finds the 
source of strength beyond-his own of which Jj© : tfeallCfts the
need and without rtiieh his creation of a new self can never hope to 
roach oo^leto fulfillment* Here he finds the ultimate values, truth, 
beauty, and goodness, and the means by which he can build these same 
1
Professor Hocking, "Human Nature and Its Remaking*"






Bnt erdative aotlvi^ shevld jTind expression alse ontside 
the self, ant epporttmities present themselres in almost infinite 
variety. And so the young oroator usually interests himself t© a 
gfeater or less degree with the creation of things; and, espooially 
In early adolescence, the more he does of this the better, slnoe it 
involves thoreu^y objective thinking and activity. The new appre- 
oiatieu of the beautiful, previously eB^phasisod, often suggests the way; 
the youth beeemes absorbed in the oreatien ©f material beauty,and in 
doing BO comes t® a new realization of the joy of creation which carries 
him out of himself. A little later on the purely mental creations are 
as absorbing as those wrought out of material things.
The work of creation in the social sense is mere intangible, 
more difficult to realize or describe, but the issues are tremendous. 
Things and ideas can be created by the individual. But the creations 
of friendship, springing from the dynamic power of love, are and always 
must ho, mutual. All friendship is Inherently creative- creative ©f 
maz^ things* In other lives one may re-create his own enthusiasms and 
ideals. Mere than that, throng tJM power of influence springing from 
spiritually creative love he may raise another from the lowest to the 
highest planes of living; and through love for another he may create 
a new human being. Awe inspiring is the power of creative love and the 
creative possibility opened up by contact with other personalities, as 
it culminates in this power to create new human beings. But until the 
youth has succeeded in making himself- at least to the extent of lay­
ing adequate foundations for hia awn future development- he should 











its attendant rdsponsihllitles nsnally means the laying aside ef 
intensiTe oreatire effort direoted toiiard the tmfinished self, and 
aedleerity is the resnlt* Thereforst other kinds of friendship, and 
other types of socially creative activity must he offered in snch a- 
bnndanoe as to more than make up for delay along the lines of physlr 
cal procreation*
Lastly, the creative possihi'lities of rital contact vrith the 
Infinite are- themselves infinite* Through such contact the self, and 
ethers may he spiritually horn again, and ddeas and ideals released in 
the world ^ioh may stimolate untold multitudes through all time* The- 
utmost effort should he made for adequate provision for this highest 
type of creative personal contact during adolescence.
As the adolescent realizes in himself the powers of creative 
agency^ he gains new appreciation of the creative work of others* Be 
looks upon the world of nature no longer as an assemblage of things, hut 
as the creation of (xod Almighty; therefore it takes on new meaning for 
him and in ftscoentei^lation he finds new joy* So it is with human 
creations* enters into them with a new sys^athy, and the deeper 
appreciation of all works of art noticeable at this time is due not 
alone to the finer sensibilities and deeper emotions hut also to the 
fact that the young person realizes that he, toe, is to some extent 
an artist, and can therefore oos^rehend from first hand esperienoe 
something of ^^t artistic creation Involves* Others have created, and " 
he has entered into their creative activity* Therefore in their works 
as well as his own he is interested*
From a study of these adolescent characteristics and activi­







Fir^tf and probably most of all, tbe yonn$* person engaged in tbe taa)c 
ef oalcing binself needs ideals* Srery artist needs iiodel8,Tandi In tliis 
preeess of self bailding, ideals are tbe model's* Dr* Atbearn has 
described ideals as ideas shot tb!^9ngh with ezBOtion* They Inesrper'* 
ate the dominant desire whioh lies at the roots of action and yenth 
gamers them from many quarters* Here he finds an ideal of physioal 
baanty, there a ohallenging exhibition of mental fitness; he also 
finds persons to whom he freely gires his admiration* In natnro, in 
arty in books and newspapers, and most frequently in other people he 
finds his idedls, and builds hizsself accordingly* Bat in spite of thb 
diverse places from udileh ideaia^msy be gleaned, really high ideals, 
sa. CTotionaliged ^ ^ ^ taken over by young people in such a way 
aa Is: become dynamic in their liyes* are distressingly rare. There are 
many types of-ideals abroad, the majority of which are not high and 
many of which are definitely bad, and inexperienced youtb cannet choose 
the highest unless they are properly presented, which means unless 
they are properly emotionalized* It is not enough singly to expose 
young people to high ideals; they should be definitely innoculated*
And according to Professor Bagley, "The development of an ideal is both 
an emotional and an intellectual process, but the emotional Is by far 
the more important* Ideals that lack the emotional coloring are siHply 
intellectual propositions and have little directive force upon conduct*" 
It has been said that Ideals are gained from many sources and 
in many ways* It should be re-enphasized that the Ohristian faith holds 
one transcendent ideal, one perfect pattern for human life in the per­
son of Jesus Christ* The Christ ideal, above all others, mast be so 











oontrolllng for ail. tlmo*
In addition to tho prOTision of adequate ideala, yonth 
needs definite help in intellectnal, emotional rolitiozial derel- 
opment* Ail three are tremendously in^ortant* and the need of thor^ 
oughly relating them to eaoh other* so the Intellectual actiTities may 
have the neoessaxy dynamic* while the emotional life is kept under 
rational control and both intellectual and emotional activity is brought 
to final expression thrcnx^ the effective functioning of the will* 
should always be kept in mind* Soreover the greatest care must be exer> 
oised to maintain ^ha pro'p&r balance between the three* The world is 
full of examples of people developed emotionally at the expense of the 
intellect^and vice versa*
A study of our present educational system* re-enforced by a 
definite statement of professor Bagley's* shows that v&ile the intell­
ectual development is being taken care of* the same most esphatically 
cannot be said of the emotional* 7et the emotional life is just as dy­
namically present as the intellectual and can neither be allowed to 
run wild with safety nor stifled without damage to the individual; it 
can be made a source of untold power* Youth frequently fe^ls as keen 
hunger for emotion as for food* But the right kind most be provided 5^ 
the right amount, and followed by suitable expression*Out of rightly 
developed emotion youth may gain pleasure- spontaneous re-creative 
pleasure 1^ abundance, ideals* and the full development of the creative 
ispulse \^oh lies at the basis of all real development*
Fascinating and necessary thou^ the making of a new self un- 
doubtly Is* it must be kept balanced and healthy* 2^ny young people 













about one's ego is as serious as, an^- possibly'^'^lre serious than, 
downright indifferenoe. As vill te shovn later, too maoh introspeo- 
tion is not inherent in the process of self-building* Building 
ideals niay be thoroughly objective, and if they are vital ideals, 
the process of growing into them will be largely unoonsoious, since 
the individual is engrossed in the ideal rather than in himself.
For this reason, and also because the new creative faculties 
clamor for more objective expression as well, opportunities should be 
provided for such expression - the more the better* Young people 
should be taught to create things, ideas, values, and thus to lose 
themselves in healthful, useful activity* The universality of this 
demand for e^qpression is indicated by the following quotation from Mr* 
Percy Mackayex
"From age to age and in evezy peopled land, a vital instinct, 
inperishable as fire, appears to be reborn; a bodyless principle, per- 
emptoxy as some va^t genius of the elements, seeks embodiment* Under 
that yearning spirit's touch, the institutions of man are as clay* 
the stubborn neck of custom is docile* Stung by his voice the nation 
and the communities awaken, grow articulate, freshly conprehend one 
another and themselves; moved by his inperious smile, they do his 
bidding wondrously* That unwithstandable spirit is the Will- to- 
ezpress*" And nowhere is this spirit as dominant as in yputh*
Another quotation taken from Mr* Povol illustrates the same
points
"The same laws of expression govern the raoe, the nation^ 
the tribe, the family, the individual* I^ture makes-half the man, 
expression is tlie other half* • * • B^ression is that part of a man 
which lives after him and binds him to the great mass of humanity* ** 
Expression is power; that is, the sending out of izi^ressiozu we have 
received* A thousand feel an Inpression where one can progperly express 
it* This ability may be acquired through ri^t teaching a&d practice 
and concentration*" Kowhere does training In such expression bring 
quicker or more lasting results than among adolescents*
lastly, the appreciative faculty should be developed, The sheer
joy of reveling in beauty, truth and goodness should be opened up to
17
Developmejit 
of powers of 
appreciation
Adolescents* To deny them the pleasure inspiration of such appre­
ciative experiences -is to stnnt the growth of personality and creative 
poesihility, and serionsly curtail the joy of living, and to neglect








After this investigation of the needs of yonth we naturally 
ask oturselves how efficiently they are being met tod^* When discuss­
ing some difficult stage in the development of an adolescent one fre­
quently hears the*remark ”0 well, he*!! come out all right*” This so- 
sounds^plausible and is convenient to believe* But a discriminating 
investigation of the adult population who have "come out” but not "all 
rlg^ht”; the large number of men and women in any community whose ideals 
are concrete, selfish, formed with reference to Immediate ends alone, 
who have no way of expressing the pent up emotions within thpm, who 
enjoy a cheap sentimental moving picture In preference to the majesty 
of the ocean or the inspiration of a symphony orchestra, in whose 
lives the Christ is in no way dynamio, who in short have pathetically 
failed in the task of self-building; these adults make such an opti­
mism untenable*
As,this paper is being written the current Literary Digest has 
three articles in the Religious and Social Service section,- (1{ "Our 
Share in the Murderer's Quilt", in which it is asserted that our share 
in the guilt of three adolescent murderers consists in falling to 
provide the religious education for youth which would eliminate such 
tragic trips to the death house as the one pictured on the opposite 
page; (2) "A John Knox Needed", in which there is the description of 
a minister who made the mistake of denouncing divorce with the seven
guilty parties in the hhoir and then apologising to them for his denun- 
oiatiou; and (?) "Trotting to ?er^ition”, in which the Arohhishop of 
Qneheo is represented as denouncing "laciYlons” dances. But why multiply 
cases? The most casual observer can see t}ist the majority of the present 
generation have not made themselves after the pattern of very high 
idealSf and that the rising generation are as a rule doing their 
self- building in a materialistic s^d generally unpropitious environ- 
ment» charged with the vicious influence of commercialized amasementSt 
and without the neoessazy Standards and ideals.
To sunsnarize our discussion of adolescencei we have pointed 
out that as youth develops into self conscious creative agency, in­
tellect, emotion and will, the attributes of self- consciousness, be­
come dynamic; that youth finds two fields for the exercize of his 
creative faculties,- the making of himself, and objective creative 
activity in the "other than hinself"; that as a creative agent himself 
ha acquires new and spontansous interest in the creative activities of 
others, human and divine; that the outstanding need of adolescence is 
dynamic ideals, { especially that of the Christ), emotional, volition-r 
al and intellectual training, ( with especial enphasis on the emotion­
al development) and the opportunity for objective creative activity 
together with the development of adequate appreciation of -thei.true, 
the beautiful and the good; and lastly, we have shown that investiga­
tion proves the inefficiency of our past and present methods of help­
ing adolescents to build themselves successfully, and to engage in 
constructive creative activity of the highest type, together with 

















As we endeavor to determine what the significance of the fine 
arts really is, and what their possibilities in connection with the 
religious education of adolesoencot it is interesting to note how 
definitely creative the artistic incise is. The following very sig­
nificant quotation is taken from "Art and Religion" by Rr. Von Ogden 
Vogt; "The very nature of artistry is activity. Works of art are def» 
scribed as creations. V/hatever may be said about the a^reciation of 
Beauty, art is the production of Beauty. Artistry is expression, re­
lease, liberation, outgoing effort, s^jthorship, origination, Its re­
sults are not called thoughts of art, or feelings of art, but works 
of art." In his book on American Pageantiy, Mr. i)ovol describes art 
as follows: "A sense of power resides in beauty- an ideal beautifully 
expressed becomes most potent. A fine art is the embodiment of the 
thoughts and emotions of an artist in an objective porduot such as.a 
synphony, poem, statue, where appearance .and mental effect uh ear 
eye ai^ of the first consideration- an external product of .the human 
mind in contrast to nature which is the Art of the Almighty. In the 
creation of beautiful objects the human mind touches most closely 
the Infinite. Browning sings, ’If you get simply beauty and naught 
else, you get about the best that God Invents.* " The even more pro­
found analysis of art given by Theophilus finds art the creativity of 
human beings explained and sanctified by the creative nature of God. 
"Look around you and survey the fabric of creation. It is the work of 
an artist, of the Supreme artist, who has made all things beautiful in 














s an end 
n itself
p-nH has formed you an artist, and you are bound in service to him to
c
exercize your creative power and mafce the most of your affinity with 
what is beautiful*”
Human beings, made in His image, are artists* It could not 
logically be otherwise* The creative genius of some lies principally 
along lines other than the fine arts, while others find all but their 
religion in this type of creative expression* But though there is an 
assuredly great diversity of creative gifts almost all of us respond 
naturally.and very considerably to the fine arts, and in so far as we 
do respond, we enter to a certain extent into the creative activity of 
the artist himself. Sod the Creator has made human beings creators in 
His image, and as they enter into those lines of creative work which we 
know as the fine arts, they reflect Him and work together with Him, 
and in such activity lie values which will now be analyzed*
Sometimss in our busy American life we are ten^Jted to forget 
that beauty is one of the three ultimate values, an end in itself* To 
quote again from Dr* Von Ogden Vogt, "We try to help children to be good 
for practical and social ends, but also because goodness is ultimate, 
because it derives from a divine mandate* So, also, art will help us 
as an excellent me^s to other ends, but this is not the chief reason 
for its being* One of the essentials of education, both general and 
religious, is beauty. To heln voung lives to see and enjoy beauty is 
to help them apprehend God." According to Arch Deacon Preemantle, "Art 
becomes a binding link between men and draws them together toward God*
It forms a society which must properly be called a church* Its yearning 












ions i9 a genuine form of worship* It is destined to occupy no mean 
place in the full reden^tlon of human lives*" One more quotation, 
taken from Ruskin, elaborates the value of love of the beautiful:
"You will find that this love of heauty is an essential part of all 
healthy, human nature, and though it can long co-exist with states 
of life in many other respects unvlrtuous, it is in itself wholly 
good:- the direct adversary of envy, avarice, mean worldly care, 
and especially of cruelty* It entirely perishes w2ien these are indulg­
ed; .and the men in whom it has be^ mos^ strong have always been com­
passionate, and lovers of Justice, and the earliest discemers and de­
clarers of things conducive to the happiness of mankind."
Different people find God in different w^s; three paths 
lead to Him, truth, beauty and goodness* Some travel all three, 
probably everyone uses all three to some extent, but there are not 
a few who find Him principally throng beauty, although unless the writ­
er is much mistaken, the vast majority of Americans at least, forget 
to look upon beauty as a supreme value in itself, nor do they expect 
it to lead them to God* And yet, "humanity permanently craves beauty*" 
This is especially true of youth. Those who have studied adolescents 
agreee that the hunger among them for beauty is unusually keen. Youth 
often does not know where to find it; youth often fails to detect a 
cheap substitute, but according to such standards as it has been given 
it revels in the beautiful creations of God and man.
Having investigated art as the creation of beauty, we now take 
it up as the powerful reinforcement of other values and not the least 
of these is recreation* In his book, "What l!en Live Dr. Cabot 
testifies to his faith in art as recreative in its effects; "what is it
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that art, literature, music, drama, do for us? Is It not the re­
creating of jaded, humdmm lives? Art carries ns off into a far coun­
try, more beautiful, more poignant, more tragic, perhaps more hum­
orous and sparkling, perhaps more noble and more heroic, than is 
shown in the workshop or the home.*' It ”furnishes an outlet for 
the cramped human snirlt,” Acoo^lng to Professor Hocking, "upon the 
spectator, the first effect of art is an enlivening of his wishes, 
restoring a perhaps jaded faith in thetr. aohievableness and in thp 
general worth of living." Miss Hairrison says that, "Art is of real 
value to life in a perfectly biological sense; it ihvigorates, en­
hances, promotes actual spiritual, and throu^ it physical, life.”
And to quote one more authority, Mr. Kahn in "Art and the People",- 
makes the following emphatic statements:-
"It (art) is one of the most potent factors for good, one of 
the three or four greatest jtgencies which tend to form and guide, the 
thoughts and sentiments and conduct of the people. The craving for 
sensations-^ «o characteristic of oitr times and particularly of our 
country- some of the restlessness, oftthe turmoil, of the lawlessness^ 
even of the crime of the day, spring in many instances simply from a 
desire to get away from the unrelieved dullness and drudgery of every 
day existence. It is very far from being generally appreciated as 
yet how muoh can be done by art, and especially iy the art of the stage, 
to give proper satisfaction to this natural and legitimate desire, 
to,lead the strong instinct underlying it into fruitful instead of 
harmful, or even destructive expression , ♦ * * Eeoreation of the 
right kind does have power literally to recreate, to recreate the 
wasting tissues of our souls, the worn fibres of our brain, to re­
create indeed the zest ^nd courage for life. Art lias the power beyond 
all other forms or means of recreation."
Dr. Von Ogden Vogt devotes a chapter in his book to "The 
Sensational Sharacter of Art", and comoenoes it with a statement,
"The first force of a work of art is Its appeal to the senses. This 
is direct and immediate. It is the physical effect almost utterly 
unescapable whenever there is presented to anyone a more vigorous
oon^^osition in color or in tone or a strong rhythm of song or of 
motion*" In this it is an invalnable asset to religion hecanse 
no matter how spiritual we may be we are not always as yet disem- 
bodie^spirits and for that reason religious as well as all other 
appeals zsast aowe throu^ the senses* Sensationalism in religion is 
inevitable and this sensationalism can be conveyed more effectively 
by art than in any other way* It ia especially essential to appeal 
to young people since they are so keenly alive to sense impressions 
and to beauty as it is revealed throu^ the senses.
xer of art speaking of the artist Professor Hocking says ” It is his
stimulate
d direct the work to bring the deepest things in us into active response to the
otions
deep things in the world outside •" Art assuredly has great power 
to stir, enhance, and direct the emotions* We have already dwelt 
upon the irresistable strength, and the possibilities for good or ill, 
latent in these emotions* They have been vezy appropriately likened to 
a stream of water; if denied an outlet it dies out in stagnant marshes; 
if left without an adequate channel, it will devastate and possibly 
do untold damage in time of flood; but if properly guided and utilieed 
it can become a source of untold good, turning the desert into a gar­
den* Just so psychologists tell us that the emotions continually re­
pressed tend to become unhealtl^ or to die out altogether* The dangers 
latent in undirected emotions are too obvious to need further elaborati 
they are the very dynamic of life* rightly utilized. As through the 
agency of creative art >h© "deepest things in us are brought into con­
tact with the deep things in the world outside", they develop and 
grow clean and strong. According to Professor Bagl^, "All forms of
artistic expression are media for the transmission of emotional ex­
periences. "
iqid Euskln tells txs that "The of the possible art is an in­
dex to the moral purity and majesty of the emotion it expresses."
"As the emotions find night and satisfying channels of escpression 
they become stabUized and useful", and again " To subdue the passions 
which is thought so often to be the sense of duty concerning them, 
is possible enou^ to a proud dullness; but to excite them rirfitlv , 
and make them strong for good is the work of unselfish imagination."- 
and working through art, imgination can do this. In speaking of the 
need and method of directing ^jnotional life. Dr. Cabot voices the 
same fundamental truth; "Passion can be mastered only by an intenser pas­
sion, not by ax^ power that stands aloof and contemptuously denies 
its kinship." So the opinion of others, as well as direct personal 
experience, strengthens the conviction that only wortl:^ emotions can 
control unworthy.
Closely allied to the work of art in developing and directing 
the emotional life^ is its function of emotionalizing ideas to make 
of them dynamic ideals, - those condensations of experience representing 
the dominant desire which so Inevitably determine the development of 
the individual. " Sxposure", says Professor Hocking, " Is the first 
work of education. * • * If I were to name the chief defect of contenporary 
education, It would not be th^-t it turns out persons who believe and 
behave as their fathers did,- it does not; but that It produces fio many 
stunted wills, wills prematurely grey and incapable of greatness, not 
because of lack of endowment but because they have never been searchingly 
exposed to what is noble, generous and faith provoking." Such exposure 
the fine arts are preeminently fitted to give. The testimony of Dr.
Baglay algng this line is exceedingly strong; "It would be difficult 
to over estimate the in^ortance of Ideals in civilised life. 5?hey 
are the dominant forces in all great moven^Hts of history. • * ♦
Bmotional experiences function in two important ways; they form the 
essential ingredients of ideals and they lie at the basts of the 
sentiments or higher forms of pleasure." - all of which throws li^t 
upon the importance of the fine arts in relationship to the emotional 
life; in their power to help in determining the central ruling 
policy of the life, and In their stimulating effect upon the will in 
carrying out this ruling policy.
"Religion needs the arts to quicken resolve. Resolution is 
getting courage up to 'the sticking point*, dreat purposes may be form­
ed in the cold and the dark. Not often, however, unless the cold and 
dark be exceptional and critical. They are more cornnonly fom»d in tiroes 
of illumination and color. The many lesser resolves necessaiy to keep good 
works and good lives going are assisted by recurrent emotional experiences* 
If the emotional life of people is largely stimulated outside of religion 
it is less liable to be directed into worthy or intelligent resolution 
and practical Issue. If religions life Is unstirred by emotion, it 
is little likely to develop the zeal necessaiy to overcome the world."
The following testimony of Ralph Adams Crane is most significant 
In this connection: "I conceive art to be not an applied science, or a 
branch of industrial training, or yet an extreme refinenent of culture 
study, but simply sji indispensable means toward the achievement of 
that which is the end and object of education - namely, the building 
of character."
iriety of High ideals will establish themselves as they are emotional-
)peai through
le Pine ized in various ways. For this reason, and also for the purpose of
■ts
pointing out the distinctive features of each, and giving it the 
proper evaluation, the five fine arts as usually utilized in religious 
education, will now be discussed separately.
Congregational singing
" The reason for putting any hymn Into any hymn book is be­







perlenco# ” E*E, Sannderson. A real Hymn is a poem of genain© lit­
erary and artistic valne, embodying some type of conmonion with the 
Infinite snch as confession, supplication, or praise, which has been 
set to masip which helps to bring out its meaning, en^hasized the 
desired effect, and adds beauty and richness to the whole con^osition. 
Hymns, then; are spont^^ns, beautiful, spiritual expressions of the 
religious life, adapted to congregational use. They are not didactic; 
and similar oon^osltions which are mainly narrative in content are 
usually known as parols. With the many didactic and strictly unar- 
tistio productions which auEoofrequently under the category of hymns, 
this discussion does not concern itself. Hymns and carols of real worth 
however, afford the rich and varied artistic con^osition out of which 
congregational singing may become a powerful force in the lives of 
individuals and the life of the Church.
In stressing the importance of the hymn tunes Dr. Lutkin says: 
”It is the one channel throu^ which we can colleotively voice our 
offerings of prayer and praise to Alml^ty God, the one nedium hy 
which we oan all unite in an inspiring act of worship, and the only 
means by which the people as a whole can be swayed by a single emotion 
or uplifted by a single in5>ulse. ”
Only through long and syn^thetic study does one gain even an
approximate oon5)rehension of the rich content of a well edited hsrmnal.
Take for instance "Hymns for the Living Age" edited by Professor H.
Augustine Smith and published by the Century Company. It contains
over three hundred authors and translators including such poets as
Bryant, Gerhardt, Washington Gladden, Frances Ridley Havergal,









•nd for' oon 
re^tional 
.nging
Btidyard Kipling, Uamea Rnflsell Lowell, Longfellow, Hartin Lather, George 
Matheson, Milton, Tennyson, Toplady, Van lyKe, Isaac Wafts, The Wesleys, 
Whittier and Wordsworth; and these three hundred were painstakingly 
oulled from a maoh larger number of excellent poets and hymn writers.
The conposers ihose work is included are almost as numerous, and 
certainly as distinctive in the field of musical composition. Among 
these we find Joseph Bamhy, Beethoven, lykes, Handel, Haydn, Lowell 
Mason, Mendelssohn, Mozart. In addition to the five hundred hymns, each one 
of which makes a very real contribution,' there are chants, canticles, 
ascriptions, responses., offertories and benedictions, which still 
further enrich .the masioal program of the church.
The names listed above vouch for the aesthetic quality of good 
hymnody, and no one who has had the privilege of listening to really 
fine congregational singing can lack direct personal assurance along 
this line. The strong sense appeal latent in music is well recognized, and 
this combined with the added appeal of poetry is well nigh irresistable. 
Howhere in the field of the fine arts can greater emotional values be 
found.
But possibly the most distinctive characteristic of congre­
gational singing, is the unparalleled opportunity it gives the rank and 
file of the people for artistic and satisfying expression. Spiritual 
forces pent up and demanding iinnediate, rapturous expression, can find 
it in no better way - and frequently in no other way at all.
The steady development of hymnody throu^ the ages, from the 
early Hebrew Psalmody, to that of the modem oomgregation, proves its 
value and unique power to satisfy deep seated human need • Congre­
gational singing,^ one form or another, cannot be suppressed, as was
29
shown hy the enthusiasm fo^arpXling which hroke out among the 
people when the ritualism of the Eonan Catholic Church denied them 
the privilege of congregational singing. TShile many congregations to- ^
J
day mice onefear that this is a lost art, others are proving more 
conclusively than ever the unlimited possibilities which lie in this
direction.
a?he words of 4t. Augustine dome to mind in this connection t 
tHow I have cried, ny God, over the hymns and canticles when the sweet 
sound of the mnsic of Thy Church thrilled ny soul i As the nusio 
flowed into ny ears, and tty truth trickled into ny heart, the tide of 
devotion swelled high within me, and the tears ran down, and there was 
gladness in those tears." ind in the same strain he says again, in 
referring to the inspiration gained from hymns, "If I was not yet in 
a state to enjoy thee, I was swept up to thee by thy beauty." It has 
been the experience of countless Christians from the beginning; and the 
Church may well count her hymnody among her richest spiritual resources, 
and the love of her people for congregational singing one of her great­
est opportunities.
Sueoial iffusio
ine means But in^ortant thou^ congregational singing undoubtedly is, it
i Q S S i Onor a limited does not include all the possibilities of music. While con5>aratively 
^ few can express themselves through the medium of instrumental music




and inspiration to all. Music is capable of conveying ideas without 
words, and often the very absence of words leaves those of really
musical temperament free to the individual interpretation which is to them










ntili^e such instrument's as the violin, cello and harp and^ of course * 
the pipe organ. It is also advisable that the specially trained singers 
should make their unique contribution, bringing to the people the inspi­
ration of those musical conq)osltions which are too ■difficult, or in
other ways ill adapted to general use, but which at the s^nie time are 
full of artistic and religious value. Even more important, for both 
its exprossional and impressional values, is the contribution of the 
chorus choir, children’s choir, boy’s choir, girls choir, men’s and 
women’s choruses, mixed choirs.^have all proved their great worth, 
individually and used t^^ther where antiphonal effects are parti­
cularly fine, and great variety is possible.
alues in While the special music does not offer the same general oppor-
oirsDon with
Dn^egational tunlties for eacpression that congregational singing opens up, it shares 
inging ■
with it the aesthetic values in even greater variety, the strong sensa­
tional appeal which does aotmoahmuth add richness to any service, the 
re-craativQ power oharacteristic of all well chosen music, and the fine 
strong emotional appeal.
ggg' of It finds its place in the ritual of the Church in the prelude,
pecidl music
n worship which creates the proper atmosphere for the service to follow; in the
offertory, as perchance it calls to mind the many reasons for expressing 
thankfulness in giving, in the special musical numbers where the train­
ed artists teach throu^ music and vicariously express the emotions of the 
congregation, in the responses to prayers which again make possible 
Individual interpretation and expression, and the postlude which makes
neral
lues
the transition from the holy of holies to the outside world In such a 
way that the values of the servicewinay be conserved and emphasised.




numorotis and equally valuable. However by oonsidering It in tMs rather 
limited application, values have been brou^t out which are equally 
applicable to other needs and occasions. Its scope is practically unlimit­
ed, and it offers a particular opportunity for the development of 
aesthetic appreciation. When our forefathers sou^t to espress their idea 
of the hipest type of perfect bliss, they filled paradise with music, 
and we often find it popslbl^' to find more than earthly joy here and now 
thou^ the same medium
Pictorial Ayt
"pictures are the books of those who cannot read." Such was 
the evaluation of Qulntillian, and with the same idea in mlhd Gregory 
the Great encouraged the use of pictorial art In chnrehes that the 
"Illiterate mi^t behold dpon the wall what they ware not able to read 
in books.”
The illiterate we still have with us to-day, thou^i in more 
limited numbers. We have also those vast numbers of people- who can dis- 
cbver the great religious, and other, truths in books, but lacking the 
desire, cannot be persuaded to take the trouble; these may also be reach­
ed more effectively and quickly in many oases through well chosen pic­
tures. And even the most cultured, the most highly educated, among us do 
not fdlia losflioi the teaching value in pictures, but rather, more. For 
it is^wall established psychological fact that human heings for the most
ft
part learn more readily through visual inpresslons, and that pictures 
convey impressions more directly and vividly than those symbols which we 








?he great teachers of all time h#ive made use of the teaching 
v§ln© of pictures. Lacking the actual material picture, they have often 
substituted word pictures. Take for instance the .vivid iraageiy, the 
llvin^ord pictures of the prophets and of Christ; they made it possible 
to hold the thou^tless crowds when generalities and abstract reason­
ing never could. But even more powerful is the effect #hen word pictures 
can be reinforced by painted pictures with their definiteness of detail, ^ 
their atmosphere, their suggestiveness. Unquestionably pictures are a 
tremendous asset in the educative process.
Uot only are pictures a most effective means of conveying truth; 
they likewise convey emotion. For whotr^oan study Hofmann’s "Christ and the 
Rich Toung Man ” or Eosetti’s ” Eoce Ancilla Domini, " or Comicellus’ 
"Christ Tenpted by Satan" Or Hunt’s " The Light of the World" or Da Vinci’s 
"Head of Christ" without being deeply moved?
As stimulants to action, pictures have veiy great efficacy. This 
quality is illustrated by a story frequently told by Miss Margaret Slattery 
in which a young man, Ihspeing gone to see an unusual picture of the Chrifet, 
stands for a long time motionless, lost to the world, his eyes fastened on 
the pictured facet^^^s heard by the keeper s^ing over and over to himself, 
"0 Man of Galilee, if there is anything in all this city that I can do for 
you, you can count on me. I will not fail» 0 ISan of Galilee."
In evaluating the educative possibilitiesof pictorial art, the 
element of p&re beauty should not be overlooked. It is very great, and 
infinite in its .Variety. But like music, the finest expressions of this 
art cannot be enjoyed by those whose powers of appreciation have not been 







search for the facts In a given picture, to interpret the details, to 
note the focus of the lines of con^osltlon, to study the meaning of it 
all realizing that art is insight, that It is a definite effort on the 
part of the artist to convey some message - all this opens up a new world 
of beauty and pleasuo^s and inspiration which it is nothing less than 
tragedy to miss*
^he creations of the great artists are so mach more available 
today th^ ever before that anyone can have good copies of priceless 
treasures in his own possession. Uore than that, throu^ the use of the 
stereoptiean, group participation of the inspiration of great pictures 
is made possible, and some really artistic effects are gained through 
moving pictures* Used in connection with music, pictures can gain tre­
mendous emotional effect; hymns illustrated by pictures thrown on the 
screen as they are being sung, and thus appealing through both eye and ear o. 
at the same time, and combining the contribution of poet, musician and artist^ 
have possibilities which are only beginning to be realized.
The value of art is excellently summarized in the following words of 
Ur. Von Ogden Vogt: "IThere is a permanence about at^ work of beauty* It 
is ever old, and ever new* High art conserves the apprhensions of the older 
ages; by it we have consounlon with the fathers* And the highest art never 
fades* It is always second sight, always revealing, with true prophetls 
spirit, that things are not at first sight what they seem to be*"
Worshi-p
Worship, although it may seem to be out of fashion in some 
quarters today, is a "permanent and necessaty privilege of the human 












the oonsolons love of the Spirit of the Universe, and ve need it 
regnlarly, like sleep." And in his book "What Men Live by", Dr.Cabot 
has developed this idea at length and most conclnsively.
S&noe human beings have always had this tendency to worship, 
and since it has always foimd collective as well as individual express­
ion, certain methods of public worship have evolved, and certain re- 
inf orcments been discovered, which have greatly increased its psycho­
logical effectiveness, until public worship has become an art, in the 
broader sense of the term. He who would achieve a maxinsim of efficien­
cy in planning public worship must understand the fundamental laws govern­
ing the art of worship.
There must be unity of theme to which all the elements of the service 
contribute, and with which they oonpletely harmonize. In this way a clear 
and effective icpression is conveyed to the participants, whe^^e otherwise 
they mi^t gain only a vague and Ineffective jumble of ideas.
The'^rsgrsm should be built to a&hieve a definite climax, which 
will probably come in the final challenge and definite response of the 
congregation. In thus working up to the point of final consecration, the 
service should be based upon, and parallel as nearly possible, the natural 
sequence in the religious experience of the individual.
The art of worship will gain in richness of content as it succeeds 
in including the other fine arts. Through beauty of nmsio, architecture, 
pictures, stained glass windows, literature, the general effect is enhanced, 
and by th#se means the experience of worship is definitely cultivated.
The oonmonly recognized elements of^worship^service are as follows; 
Prayer:- silent, unison, lead by one person, responsive or sung, but in
every case the atten^jt to put the individual’s conmonion with God into ver­
bal expression; masio; including both the congregational singing, and the 
various forms of the special music already discussed; the creed, or definite 
statement of belief, which in one form or another is an essential part of 
worship; Scripture reading, which also may be done by the leader, in 
unison, responsively between the leader and congregation, sections of the 
congregation, or possibly between the choir and the congregation, but 
vdiioh in any case will convey a Vital and well chosen message backed by 
the authority, and clothed in the perfect literary style, of the Scriptures; 
the teaching elemsnt, which may consist in a picture briefly interpreted, 
a bit of dramatization, or,in the case of the church service, in the sermon 
itself; each element making its own uni<5ue contribution to the service 
as a whole, and fitting into the spirit, atmosphere, and purpose of the 
entire service. That all this must involve careful planning, and a definite 
study of the art of worship is evident.
Aesthetic Some would question the propriety of considering definitely asathe-
values
tic values in connection with worship. It is difficult to understand why
worship should not be made a source of real enjoyment as well as inspiration,
sinca the two are so closely related to each other, or why the " beauty of
holiness" should not stand more definitely in the worshipper’s mind for that
close union of beauty truth and righteousness which does
affective- As it has been intimated before, all our experiences come to us
ness through
sensational now through our physical senses, and sensationalism in religion is uaesoap- 
appeal
able. Therefore wo hold that the experience of worship should be given 
content by definite appeal to the senses, so arranged as to achieve the 









tendecl that this is Qoubly essential in the case of young people who are 
so open to sense In^ression and so ready .to respond to the^i*
Vorehip, should,and in so far as it is effective, does, stand for 
spiritual re-creation* The worshipper comes spiritually worn out with the 
effort of "fighting the good fight" and though the lifting of his whole 
emotional nature to the Source of life, he goes away with new life and 
spiritual vigor*
Like the congregational singing already described, worship offers to 
all the opportunity for expression, but a vastly more varied opportunity.
Xf it is rightly planned it will open many channels for expression, definite­
ly building the emotions and the desire for expression throughout* Of all 
arts it is the most con^rehensive, and of all arts it is the most sublime. 
Through it the ' rounded and conplete message of the Christian faith* can be 
adaquately presented. May we not, then, see in the well conceived worship 
service the highest type of creative artistiy ?
Drama and Pageantry
"Someone has said that nothing else equals the drana in sheer imme­
diacy of attack* Music translates emotion through the medium of rhythm, 
pitch and timber; literature through the printed page; sculpture through the 
marble and bronze; painting .through canvas and pigment; but the acted drama 
is an art of immediate actuality - its appeal is that of flesh and blood, 
of visible audible reality* Between the actor and the auditor is no retarding 
medium, no difficult convention to become accustomed to, no bar, therefore 
to instantaneous appreciation* Wheras one must develop a type of cultural 
background for the understanding and enjoyment of the other arts, one may 
understand and enjoy the drama without long cultivation of taste, because the 
drama deals in the primal entities of human speech, human action, and human 
emotion - the stuff from which daily life is largely fabricated*"
Drama involves a condensation of experience so acted out as to con­
vey emotional effect* To quote from Professor Baker of Harvard," A play exist 
to ereate emotional response in an audience* * * * All ethical drama gets its 
force by creating in an audience the feelings toward the people in the play
held by the actor^
1.
C*M.Wlse: Drama for School and Comnuuity*
37
Surning to that phase of the drama Tshlch is known as page^tzy,
we find the following description hy Dr. Dovol:
Unes of "pageantry aims to Increas® the world’s store of happiness hy inter-
igeantry preting the meaning of hnman life and hy bringing art and heanty into the 
minds of all the people * * * As a manifestation of the lyrical and
emotional incises in this world of the senses pageantiy allows free play to 
nystic symbolism in which aspiring sonls delight. * * * * (after the pageant) 
the spectator has been refreshed by a form of .aatertainment ( inspiring, 
satisfying, delightful. His artistic impulses have been stirred* his mental 
horizon enlarged* By focusing his attention upon the mysterious source of 
existence he sees the portals open to a larger and more beautiful life.”
)xjrce of From the foregoing description one would readily imagine that drama,
'eat Influ- v
ice for in one fotam or another, would be innnensely popular, and such of course is 
)0d or evil
the case. It exists in the world, a tremendous power for good or evil. As 
Mr. Percy Hactaye has said: “Never the less” (whether we like it or not) "our 
theaters are educating our people by the millions and tens of millions, !Phe 
question is : shall the theater educate those millions right or wrong ?”







powerful means of conveying truth, developing the imagination, grousing 
the emotions, it will be enabled to accomplish more.
®o take up a more detailed evaluation of the drama, we are struck 
first of all with its unusual recreative value. Professor Brightman, of 
Boston University, considers the drama the highest form of recreation, 
and Professor Baker has chosen the following quotation from Colley Cibber, for 
the title page of his book: "A good play Is certainly the most rational 
and highest form of entertainment that human invention can produce."
In pageantiy especially, most unusual opportunities are given for
'* Throu^ this mlllieu not only the collective oonmunity but 
each individual member finds opportunity for self expression. • • • The 








^ying Ms thoughts and feelings th»ough words, tones and action. The
pageantojonlits dramatic side arouses emotion and will, and tends to
evolve individual personality. Pageantry_As onnortunity for |
1
discovery.” |
Not only do the performers have the opportunity for activity throng j
Bglt'-Sxpression, hut the fascinating enterprise of constructing stage 
Boeneiy is involved. One "will realize that here is opportunity for the I
assertion of his artistic idealism and will create for his living pictures j
a background that will both support and enhance their beauty and significancel' ^
Costuming also will claim its share of artistic originality, affording the i
2 i
opportunity for the study of color and line.”
Drama is being used by the church in an infinite variety of form 
and for many purposes. It has not begun to acconplish the things in oonneotion 
with that program that it might and someday will. With its strong, direct, 
vivid and sensational appeal, it makes an unrivalled appeal to youth; 
through its charaoterl^^iiOh it broadens sycpathies, and developed character 
analysis; it carries the thought and impulse, of the actor straight to the 
heart of his audience, thereby placing a most powerful instrument in his hands.
1.
Dovals AmericMi Pageantry .
2.
C.M.Wise: Dramatics for School and Community.
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In what waysithen, are the Pine Ayts adapted to the peculiar 
oharaoterlstios of adolescence, and how can they contribute to adolescent 
needs? A synthesis of what has been brou^t out in the two preceding 
chapters, even at the ris^ of some repetition, will help to answer these 
^estions*
In general it may be adserted that the whole incise of normal 
youth is toward creative activity, and that only as it does express itself 
in such activity can it hope for a maximum of creative power, and complete 
personality, in adulthood* On the other hand, the Pine Arts, that is 
music, painting, worship and the drama, are nothing if not stimulating, 
satisfying modes of ci^ative expression, channels through which the pent 
up iropulses of adolescence may find npt only safe but highly useful outy 
lets* A definite and detailed application of these fundamental ifaots only 
serves to establish them more firmly*
In connection with the intellectual development of youn^ people, 
it is a well recognized fact that interest must precede concentration*
In other words, some method of popularizing the mental pabulum designed for 
youthful consun5)tion must be utilized. This the Pine Arts can do, and have 
done from time immemorial* V/hen Hosea, Isaiah, or Jeremiah wanted to gain 
A'jpopular hearing for the truth that burned within them, they dramatized 
it before the eyes of the people, and their messages are full of word 
pictures* When Christ would teach humility, he set a little child in the
n^st of His hearers* What did Luther do when he would promulgate his 












did the same. And today, thronfirh nmalo, plotnres and dramatization, 
truth is conveyed, and the interest so aroused that more truth will 
be sou^t for its own sake. The Pine Arts are a powerful aid in the 
teaching process from the standpoint of the amount of truth conveyed, 
and the mental appetite excited in the youthful student.
This is, of course, due to the fact that vfliere adolescent 
senses are keen and hungry for stimulation, the Pin© Arts appeal with : 
attractive coloring, movement, and ravishing sound and rhythm; where 
the imaginative powers are at their height the symbolism of pageantry, 
the illusive suggestion of the master's pictures, the rich ritual of the 
worship service, give them a wealth of material to work upon; and where 
interests are naturally diverse and on the increase, the drama can open 
up new lines in every direction. Bduoators are only beginning to realize 
the mental stimulus inherent in the Fine Arts, and to utilize this mighty 
resource in their educative precesses. This, however, is the most indirect 
contribution of the Pine Arts to youth; the major contribution must oon^* 
through the emotional life.
The contribution of music, pictures, and the drama to beauty 
lovers is patent; and attention has already been called to the fact that 
of all people, adolescehts are lovers of beauty* According to such stanr 
dards as they may have been given, they search for it with insatiable 
hunger and thirst; denied it, something vital within them dies, and life 
loses much of its appeal and zest. And this is to be expected- for U 
not beauty one of the thr^e ultimate values?
Not only are young people worshippers of beauty; they are wor-» 
shippers of personality; in the Pine Arts they can find personality express­






through the song, or the musioal instrument. ^Phey discover in the Fine 
Arts the language of personality in its highest and most appealing forms, 
and through them, find rich contacts with the spirits of the ages.
That most charaoteriatic problem of adolescence- emotional unrest, 
instability, hunger for thrills and excitement- how can it best be met? 
Coopetent authorities have airea<3y been quoted to the effect * tlmt passion 
can only be mastered by a greater paasion* and that only emotional exper­
ience can satisfy emotional hunger, as food alone can satisfy physical 
hunger. A hungry boy can ss^tisfy his appetite with unhealthy food and be­
come ill, or with healthy food and grow in strength; he can satisfy his 
emotional cravings with unhealthy emotional experience and grow mentally 
sooiallyt and spiritually ill, or with healtl^ emotional e:p3rlonce, 
a^d enjoy increasingly, mental, social and spiritual poorer. Everything de­
pends on the kind of emotional experience, or expression. wMt can
offer higher types of emotional expression than the P4ne Arts? As youth 
surrenders itself to the appeals of the pictures, the music, the drama of 
the masters, the emotions find the needed stimulation and satisfaction.
Behind volition lies emotion; behind much of the highest emotion
Aid to v^llss ■ , .
bright '^ine Arts. Beyond volition lies expression; rightly used in the
egression
hands of a skilled educator, a8’''has been pointed out more than once, th^ 
Fine Arts offer eapressional activity in sufficient variety to satisfy 
all tastes and meet all conditions. By this the writer does not mean to in­
fer that other types of expression are not equally important, but that 
some expression of this type can be found for all young people, and shodld 













Touthful powers of appreoiation must he developed, or the most 
.beautiful, the finest things of life may slip hy unnoted, helieto
that the most terrible punishment sin can bring is the dulling of the 
powers of discrimination, or appreoiation, to the point where bad seems 
good; conversely, may not the richest reward of ri^t doing come in the 
capacity for perfect appreciation of the true, the beautiful, and the good? ^ 
Be that as it may, the continued exercize of the appreciative faculties 
in music, art, and worship, cannot fail to increase the capacity
of the young person for sheer enjoyment of the beautiful and a finer 
appreciation of all the values of personality.
But the fundamental need of adolescence is ideals, higb ideals, 
the highest ideals, right ideas ^ thoroughly shot through. emotion. ;■ 
that they completely dominate and direoA all the aptlyitles, ^ t^ iudL“ 
vldual«And by what ireans may those Ideals be developed? Partly by the 
aocumulation of information, the acceptance of truth; mostly through the 
right development and direction of the emotions, OJhe writer ventures to 
recall a quotation from Professor Bagley cited earlier in this discussion: 
,'*The development of an ideal is both an emotional and an intellectual 
process, but the emotional is,by far the most important. Ideals, 
lack the emotional coloring are, simply. Intellectual propositions, and l^ye 
little directive force upon conduct," Herein lies the greatest value of 
the Pine Arts for youth. In the development of ddeals the Pine Arts may 
be used mpst effectively. As portrayed in music, art, the drama and 
worship, truth, beauty, and goodness may bo made the wellni^ iTreslstible 
standards for all ideals. Since the methods by which the Pine Arts may 
be so used as to build high ideals will be teken up in considerable 







In BUBBiariaing the oontributions of the Pine Arts to the devel­
opment of culolescencef the creative activity of the youth in the mating 
of the new self nnst be called to mind* How do the Fine Arts help in 
self building? By representing the realities truth, beauty, rout good­
ness, that they become the ingredients of the governing ideals; by devel­
oping the appreciative faculties so that the young person may discrimin­
ate and make the innumerable choice's in accordance with these ideals; 
by developing the emotional background, and exciting the emotional 
stlmalus to the will, necessary to transform' ideals into creietiv© activity, 
actually sotting the newly self-conscious self at the definite task of 
self building. Not only must the young person appreciate hi^ Ideals of r, 
health, strength, cleanness, beauty. He must be motivated to build and 
control his body accordingly. Not only must he admire mental power, 
breadth of interest, the unending search for truth. He must set himself to 
the task of winning these for himself. It is not enough that he be Inter­
ested in other personalities, and f^l admiration for them; he must love 
the Lord with all his heart, and his neighbor as himself, till through the 
definite consecration of his affections he has made, possible the develr 
opment of his highest social and religious self. All this is not easy.
Kie oonparatlvely small number of those who achieve even approximate 
success in the task of self building demonstrate this. can neverr' 
he done without using to the utmost the emotional faculties, and the 
emotional faculties are to a certain extent-, and we believe to ^ very 
considerable extent, dependent upon the Intelligent use of the Pine. Arts.
It has already been Stated and demonstrated that’ through point­















extent into the o^ative activity of the artist, throng hymnody, 
and choral work and Instrumenatl music; throng drama and pageantry, 
with its attendant arts of costuming, lifting, and the construction 
of stage scenery; throng the many phases of worship, the creative 
impulses of youth may become a force in the world outside of self, 
finding an outlet in thoroughly objective activity. And lastly, the 
fundamental, and to young people and those who are wording with young 
young people^ the most practical, conclusion is reached; .namely that 
the instincts that clamor for jihysica^L reproduction, which can be so 
unruly and cause such terrible destruction, mav under wise direction. 
fj.nd satisfying and altogether unlifting expression through the channels 
Pjrovlded..by tha_Pj^
If the Pine Arts can become dynamic in the lives of young people 
to such an extent as this, the question naturally arises as to how they 
may be most effectively incorporated in the religious educational program 
of the Church. Since questions of organisation lie outside the subject 
matter of this paper, the following suggestions will be made on the basis 
of the generally recognized organization of the. Young People’s Depart­
ment, and Organised Class. We will therefore take up the utilization of 
the Pine Ar.ts'lu the church service as it undertakes to minister to 
youth, in the organized department as it functions through the week, in 
the organized class, also in its Sunday and week day activities, in the 
conmunity wide religious activities of young people, including the week 
day schools of religion. The following suggestions are only suggestions. 








i.6 a rule-the'enthnsifiism of youth for the regular morning 
church eervioe is not sufficient to "bring about very regular atten^r 
dance on the part of the twelve to twenty four year old group, and the 
gravity of this situation lies in the fact that once having discontin­
ued the habit, they veiy frequently do not re-establish it as adults*
ea^lanations have been jidvanced for this very unfortunate state of 
affairs* Probably many causes are operative here* Since the church ser­
vice attracts adults rather than young people, one naturally inquires as 
to whether it is planned with reference to adult rather than adolescent 
tastes, and if so, how it might be altered to appeal to both.
The natural adolescent craving for sensational appeal, for beauty,
for such food for the imagination as might be found in well chosen sym-
*
holism, and for emotional expression, suggests the need of the beautiful 
setting which churchly architecture alone can give, stained windows and 
appropriate decoration; vested choirs where all the young people who care 
to do choral work (or can be persuaded to learn to care) may find a place, 
and which would make possible variety of musical effects such as antiphon- 
al singing, combinations into one big chorus, the processional and the 
recessional, the careful choice of hymns; in short the utilization of 
eveiy possible means whereby the worship service could be made appealing 
to the emotions, as well ^s to the intellect*
In considering the worship sefvice of the young people’s depart­
ment of the Church School, we find that many of the same principles apply. 
The general setting and atjsd»f)h0r9’-‘are of 'importance, and jt is dj.*-'"
tluotly inadvisable to expect young people, so keenly responsive to their 
physical environment, to worship very effectively in a dark, poorly ven* 
tilated, or noisy place* Here the choice of hsrmns can be much more
47
efficiently adapted to %hB needs of a single age group, and there
'orship' is opportunity to make the greatest of them more meaningful hy an
nrldhed for
oung people occasional analysis of the content, the story of the author, and the 
y the use
if the encouragement to oonmit it to memory* At one time the service may he
‘ine Arts
built around some appealing picture of the Christ, althou^ the pic­
ture itself may he singly given a conspicuous place on the platform 
and left to do its own work with the group. Again the special feature 
nfiy he a hit of dramatization or some special music. Variety and tsauty 
should he introduced into the prayers and responsive readings. Prayers 
read hy the group silently as some fitting hymn is played softly are 
often veiy effective; it is ofttn well to make use of the great prayers 
which the spiritual giants of the ages have left, hy reading them in unison 
or having them read ly the leader; spontaneous prayers on the part of the 
young people, both sentence prayers and longer prayers, should he enoour*-
aged. Various combinations in the responsive service are effective. Verses
•
of some hymn alternating with well chosen passages from the Bible may 
serve to bring out some emphasis or truth not realized before. Having a 
picture ^ich illustrates some Bible passage or hymn displayed while the 
passage is being read or the iymn sung will reinforce the meaning of both. 
Originality adds to the effectiveness of the worship service if it is 
based upon a clear understanding of the psychology of worship, and govern­
ed by a sense of the fitness of things. The worship service for ypung 
people should make all the use possible of the rich liturgy of the Churo|i. 
It should be rich in symbolism and sensational appeal. It should be so 
ordered as to work up to a definite emotional.olimax. It should not be 
allowed to become monotonous through much repetition of content or pres­








eipression of the gehnine penitence, praise and love; providing 
spiritual re-oreatlon and dynamic; lifting the heajrt to God* Music, 
pictures, literature and fine drama should all he utilized in the 
building of worship programs for young people.
VOiile the young people's department gathers solely for worship 
on Suncl^, it may meet for a variety of activities through the week.
These activities will he distinct from the week day activities of the 
organized class in that they must he planned for a mixed group, a larger 
group, and one prohahly not so uniform in age. To the leader of such a 
group, the Pine Arts will present a veritable gold mine. Group study of 
famous pictures, and, where possible, visits to the art galleries may 
be lead by some local enthusiast, pressed into t9n5>orary service. Occa­
sional sings may easily develop into definite choral work on the part 
of the group,(if the variety in age is not too great) which will make 
possible sacred or secular concerts later on; where the necessary- talent 
is available, an orchestra might most advantageously be added to the 
chorus^ Increased en^hasis is being placed on the development of orches­
tras/ If sufficient musical interest has heen cultivated on the part of 
the young people to make it advisable, group attendance at some concert 
of unusual merit would be well worth while. Probably the richest opportun­
ity with this kind of a group will lie in the promotion of dramatics. 
Hothing appeals more to a mixed group of this age than giving a play or 
participating in a page^t, and here the particular talents of eveyy 
nsmber of the group can find expression, for after the cast has been 
chosen, oostumes still have to be designed, dyed, and made, and scenery 
constructed. Boys of a mechanical turn of mind can engage their -energies 
In working out the lighting systei;! - under careful would
S8B^B
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for such use, if.it could, possibly he provided.
The significant thing about such activities on the part of a 
mixed group of young people, is not alone that they are learning valuable 
things, gaining new Inspiration, finding the opportunity for individual 
expression, revelling in beauty, but also that the boys and girls, young 
nran and yomig women, are doing it together* Instead of sharing their develi- 
oping emotional lives, and their common ideals, in the dance hall or the 
cheap theater, they are doing it in connection with the religious education 
program of the church, made fascinating through the introduction of the Fine 
Arts. Building ideals together is a good foundation for building homes
together in the future. ^
The hse of the Fine Arts in connection with the Organized Class
comes largely through the teaching process. The teacher of an organized class 
of young people will emotionalize the lesson material whenewniirpoaBlhio 
by the use Of illustrations drawn from the field of the Fine Arts* In 
addition to this the class can often prepare some dramatization- such as 















of the department. I
Through the weefe their attendance at worth while musical and dramat- j
ic programs could well be encouraged, and where possible, there will be a dis- ,
tinct gain when they go as a group with their leader. In addition to this, |
I
they could well give time as a group to the study of such a book as "The 
Gospel in Art" by Professor Bailey; reading good drama together; or making 
Oilleotions of hymns, pictures, poems and special Bible passages for devo- j

















When a oonnnunity young people's council ia well organized 
under conpetent leadership, the possihilities along the lines of Pine 
Arts activities are almost unlimited. Working tbgether, all the young 
people of all the churches could put on a week's Pine Arts program 
that would be a source of inspiration and real benefit to the whole 
community. This would make possible one or more community sings, with 
definite instruction in congregational singing, and a discussioh of the 
standards by which good liymns may be judged; an art display, and a re­
ligious pageant.
Courses in the Fine Arts could and should be introduced into 
the curriculum of the Week Day Schools of Religion, whlbh would take 
up religious art, hymnody, the study of worship, and the content and 
staging of religious drama. Such courses well tau^t would be sure of 
popularity, of being a vital help to the individuals taking them, both 
in their personal development, and in their future Christian leadership.
Having considered in a general, and very brief way, the use of 
the Pine Arts in connection with the various agencies of religious educa­
tion, a demonstration of the emotionalization of one definite idea by‘..tlB 
use of Pine Arts material may also help to illustrate the principles In­
volved. Since the question of self building has been emphasized in this 
paper, the idea of balanced, or as it is customaiy to put it, among young 
people's workers, fourfold, development has been chosen. The following 
has been planned for use during the Mother and Dau^ter V/eek celebration 
which has become an annual occmrrence in this country, and therefore the 
enphasis is feminine. This does not mean that the Pina Arts cannot be 
used equally well with boys. The pageant should be put on the Friday night 
preceding Mothers' Day, by a largo department, or as a c6rarnunity affair.
T H a PAG 3 A N -0? 
of the
PQURFQLD L I P g
Slizabeth Untting
PQMOBD
The purpose of this pageant is to portray fourfold development and the 
effloient sorvioe suoh devolopnent makes possitl© throu^put life, in a vay 
Tdiioh will ohallenge to like developapnt and like service* Therefore the four 
episodes in the first oyol© show The Girl as she struggles toward physical, social, 
mental and religious '.fulness of life'; while the three episodes in the second cycle 
show her, having grown fourfold, serving as a leader of girls, a young mother in 
Ihe home, and a mature woman, her own children raised, rendering broader service 
in the ooiummity. The episodes throughout aim to he significant condensations of 
everyday life*
The containing plot, (including the Prologue, Interludes, Epilogue, 
tableaux etc* I on the other hand, reinforces the ideas and ideals brought out in 
the episodes, through interpretation, and hy representing the spiritual forces 
qf gOQd as they influence the character throughout her girlhhod and womanhood.
She' comes aside from time to time to sit in her favorite seat at the foot of 
the tree; "to see visions and dream dreams”. The action in the containing plot 
simply represents the visions she sees and the dreams she dreams as she looks off 
into the distance or hows in prayer. Not until the epilogue, when realityAfor>her, 
^akes its final shift from the material to the spiritual does she come into direct 
contact with, look a^, or Angel of the Future or The Spirit of
Service. (Each part of the containing plot in starred.)
This pageant may be put on either out of doors, or on an indoor stage; 
the staging may he elabcarate, or sin5>l8 to the point of being merely suggestlTO; 
there must be two curtains, one about a rod behind the other. The second curtain 
may be simply a series of screens or some similar device, but if Jong waits between 
apldodes and interludes are to be avoided, some suoh arrangement will be necessary. 
With this double curtain device, the containing plot, with the exception of the 
interlude between the first and second cycles, and the epilogue, may be enacted 
entirely in front of the second curtain, and the pageant can then run oontlnaotis- 
ly from prologue to epilogue with no vacant periods.
The action is all simple, nor are any of the parts heavy, but there must 
be adequate practice if it is to run smoothly and continuously as suggested above. 
Those taking the parts of The Girl and T}^ SQman must pl^n their changes in detail 
and have a full time attendant. It will also facilitate matters if they simply 
throw a long cape about them when they come to sit at the foot of the tree during 
the various parts of the containing plot.
The lymns and lymn tunes are practically all taken from "^rnms for 







(PhQ Girl: aLout fourteen years old, potentially attraotiTe “but still
something of a tomboy, with hair flying, middy tie askew, and hat 
on the back of her head.
ghe-Woman-She-MiPdit-Becomein the prime of life, taller than The Girl,
stately, good to look upon in eveiy giving the in^ression 
of a DKisterful personalil^ and that beauty of character that grows 
out of rich e^erience. Her dress should be dark and inoonsplcuous 
but as graceful and becoming as possible* The contrast between 
The Girl and The Woman must be strikingly in favor of She V/oman, 
but there must still be enough resemblance to make the transition 
from the one to the other feasible.
The-Angel-of-the-Future! as beautiful as possible, tall and graceful, with 
white wings a pale green cheese cloth gown* **AHGEL OF THE 
FUTURE" should be appllqued aoroes the front in gold.
Angel Chorus: including from,eight to fifteen girls dressed in gowns similar 
to the one worn by The-lugel-of-the-Future, but each a different 
delicate pastell tint to carry out the idea of the exquisite color 
effects of early dawn.
Chorus behind the scenes of as many additional voices as can conveniently be 
secured. There should be at least twenty.
RAt.tingg (Front of stage curtained off} An attractive out of door spot. -To the
right there should be a conspicuously comfortable natural seat, possibly a 








enters at the left of the stage and saunters over toward her favorite 
seat, with her sbhool hooks carried none too lovingly under her arm. 
Af^er she has gone a few steps a girl's voice is heard callings
Oh Tad. (Louder) OH TADi




Voloe; We’re going to translate Oeaaar on Smith's porch.
Girl: (starting on again) Ho thanks.
2nd Voice: Then you'd better play tennis with bS..
-TUP fiiris (hesitates a, moment ae she eyes the °




Well - so long.
nnsnooefsfnl endeavors she suddenly straightens up.)
Oh well, stay therft. The rost will he good for you.
(leaving the hoolcs scattered ^Tti/tref'In^’titrd^ with
tinguishing the words;)
Chorus (off stage]
4wake ny soul, stretch every nerve.
And press wtth vigor on.
A heavenly race demands thy zeal,
knA an imnortal crown - and an immortal orov?n.
The Girl;
(stretching out her arms impulsively)
Oh I want I don't know what - - - but (dropping her arms
I
^nt it like everything;
Thp-Angel-of-the-FutuEei (enters from the 
stage. With a little gesture 
follows up her thou^t:)
rear and oon^s toward the center of the 
of tenderness toward The Sirl, she
You want, 0 Girl, that fuller deeper life* 
That only comes throu^ growing womanhood 
To those who struggle for the Fourfold Way 
The 'Jesus Way*; mind, hpdy, heart and soul
Devoted to His service, fit to serve 
That One who as a boy in Galilee 
Increased in wisdom, stature and esteem
Qf God and man. So must you strive to live, 
Son5)let0 in every part, a balanced life 
That reaches ever tcrjfard the goal 
Of perfect womanhood. Then may, you ^e^^e
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Ad veil *8 livo abim^Umtly
AnA aliaare th^ Joy of Jesiu Olurlst ^o gaTO 
For thd world's p«ad» wltboat reserrOf a life 
Most parfeot. Nov his ohallei^ oomes tQ 701U
The Sirli (very much Fosslady 8p|»A^lx3;g Slowly,with pauses)
It is too much- I do not understand.
A Fourfold way to perfect womanhood?
Tp serve as Christ served** counting not the cost**
The CQsti
0 Angel of the Future, l*m afraid/
1 oszmot do it* What must I give up?
Ang8l-of-the"Fature> Tes* you do veil to count the cost* It is j
Ho small one^ for you dare let nothing mar >
The Wpaan-Tou^Are-Going-to*Beoome, I
Or wealcen her in. any wsy* But see- j
1 draw aside the veil that hides the one ,
Tou may become^ If you will psy the price* ;
(A spot li03it is thrown on the Woman-She-lii^t-Beeome who has 
quietly entered i^ile the Angel is speaking and stands motion­
less* The Oirl opens her eyes vide, and gives a little exclamation 
of wonder* Unconsciously she strai^tens uPv adjusts her ndddy tie 
and brushes back her hair* The Angel speaks again, as if in answer I
to the Oirl's unspoken questions) ■
She has found the life abundant, physical, mental* social and
religious, and in using it in the service of others, has learned
the secret of l&re for Father Uod and Fellow Man*
(The Woman disappears* As the Girl sits motionless, the Chorus, 
inoluding all available voioes, ^ahd stationed where they can be 
clearly heard without being seen, sings distinctly, exultantly, j
Chorus- *Tls God's all animating voice
That calls thee from on high 
'Tis his own hand presents the prize
To thine aspiring ^e- To thine aspiring eye*
(During the singing the Girl elnka on one knee,and remains there {
with bowed head till the last strain dies away* Then she j
quietly rises, picks up the books a^ tennis racquet, and goes out ]
leaving the Angpl alone on the stage*) )
Angel-of-the-FutT^re: ( looking after the Girl, and speaking with intense earnest­
ness)
Will you? 0 Girl, will you answer this challenge with your life?





An^ others uiaio sliould guard you from d^er, uphold and en- 
Qourage you with unfailing pfttienoo. ppen the doors of opportun- 
ily and ^eep. ever before you the ideals of the Christ- wilj theg?
Do they see t^ Womau-Yoa^ght-BetJOine?
You hava seen her» WIU you remember to come aside from 
time to time- to see visions and dream dreams- to grow into the 
likeness of the Christ?
Ansel Chorus: (oome quietly Im and group themselves with the Ingel-of^the-Future 
in the center, and looking toward the place ^lere the (Jirl was 
last seen, they (^hme, Morley*Words adapted from Morley)
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In life'e earnest i^ornlng 
While her hope is high.
Comes thy voioe in aunmons 
Hot to be put by;
Hor in toil or sorrow.
Weakness nor dismay 
Need she ever faltert*
Art not thou her stay?
S?eaoh her. Lord, thy wisdom. 
While she seeks men's lore; 
May her mind be humbled 
4S knows thee more;
Let the larger vision
Bring the childlike heart.
And her deeper knowledge 
Holier zeal In^rt.
Should thy face be clouded 
To her spirit's sight 
Speak throu^ human kindness, 
Shine through nature's ll^t. 
In the face of loveti ones.
Or the, ties of homa- 
Only gracious Father,
To thy daughter, come*
Curtain
%
(Singing continues behind scenes)
Save her. Lord, frcwn seeking 
Narth's unbaSdowed goals;
May her lifelong pasalon^
Be the love of sOCllfil
her live and l^hop 
Father, in thy ai^t,
'Phyou^ tte grace of Jesno, 
hy the Spirit’s mi^t*
(Chorue Iwain throng once more, so it is just audible*)
Slrls ropreeenting the following form of athletics:
Tenhis! middy and short plaited afcirt, tennis racquet
•’ Oahda'inigi sailor suit and paddle
Horsebaokihg: riding habit, riding whip
Basket.Ball: bloomers and middy, basket ball
Gymnasium; black serge gyn suit, Indian clubs
AQuat'ioa: swimming suit and cap, be^ch cape
Skating; sweater, heavy skirt, tarn, skates
(!Phe girls should be grouped in oharacteyistic poses, in the 
l^ge frame* Objective- to represent athletics in as varied 
and alluring forms as possible* 3?he spot ll^t should not be 
thrown on the tableau at first; let the semi daikness make it 
as inconspicuous as possible*)
The 'Girl; ( sitting In her favorite seat, day dreaming as she looks off into 
the distance*)
The' Angel■» ef-bhe'-toure; ( coming to the center of the stage and speaking to 
the Oirlt)
^ou want life- the flash of wonder 
fOEii by riding ^iaeoix^ the woodland 
Or by swimsing, or ^ tem^s;
Ton want swift untranoialh^ action 
Of your mind end of your body- 
Oourags, strength and proud endurance 
Of each little daily hardship*”
(Uhconawiously the Girl strai^teus up and nods her head*)
^he Angel-b'fVthe-FutUre; (^Pums to the tablw^u as the spot light is turned on 




. * • -........ ..
.faigel-of-tha-Futt^ret I laoseeoh you, therefore, that you give your hoAy a















fhe Girl: In her swimning suit*
Jh'dv: in her swimming suit*
Seyen other"GiVls:in their street clothes, spectators of the meet*
liarger groun of girls:in school clothes, with high school banners 
and pennants*
Settings Dressing room with a door opening into a swimming pool*
Mtlofi
Grbun o'f* Seven Girls: ( greatly agithted ^ust coming bac^ through the door 
lasting to the pool*)
‘ First Girl; Iffell, she lost iitl.ajrl^tght*
•Sec'ohd Gl-rl: fpo many ^ot fudge sundaes last week* 
i^ird* Girl: foo much Harold late «t nlgbtl 
FiVattrirl: Guess it *8 good'k^e chas^ioiuhip*
^ Fourth Girl: If we should win the last event-
' Girl; Vln it-ndio'll win it for us- with Joe breaking her arm the last minute?




















{pomes In almost too weary to walk, and utterly Rejected, sinks 
into a henoh, and sits with her elhowj on her knees ^nd h©r;:^a4 
in her hands* Silenoe for Just 0 momentf)
{ goes over and sympathotioally throws her orev Judy's 
shoo^der, and speaks a little hesitatingly)-
Judy dear, we know you did - your hest« Somebody has to lose*
(in^mlsiwely ) • ^ Besi; •* that*s Jxwt what I didn't d© —beforehand*
(unable to endure the syu^thy she le^yes*}
(rushing in almost f^ls oyer her.) 3)oc is going to put Tad in,f
^le's all done up - been in two events already *• and she only learned 
b few months ago*
J speaking with oonviotion ) •- But she's trained all the time*
How do yorsmtoiow ? Are you ^ 
ootdes in*
( l]iQ)eratlTely ] Tad, come here*
( goes oyer to the group looking surprised) TesY 
Tad, how long have you kept training?
( looking her squarely in the eye ) - Since September •
Have you broken at all ???
(straightening x^, ppeaklng with a clear ring in her voice)
Not onoe I
)
1 can vouch for that all right* ^he candy she hasn't eaten,
and the ni^ts sshe hasn't stayed up ^
Forgive mo. Tad. I know you play the gam©* But it’s all up to you
now, and Fairfnont an^st win. fOu {ftiderstand*
Yes, and I'll do ny levelest
( The blows and the hundred yard dgsh Is announoed. The glrlp
crowd around with words .of .encouragemenft, and then fill the doorway 
as they watch tbie event* The pistol shot and quick splash is heard 
then intermitten yells which soon grow to a steady and then a 
deafening roar* Loud shouts for t -1^ | can be olearly
ditingulshedf The girlp pcane back from the door Joyfully bugging any- 
ozM they can get hold off)
^0
oould you 'beat that I
ghjsy. sure couldn't • D^d you see her gain at the l^st t 
(starting a (jpot^tion famlllf^r to all of them) l*t8 marvelous* 
(joining In lustily) It's wonderful - we don'-^ see how shy 
d^oes It ^
( comes in hreathless but trixunEd^anty and is proo^tly over whelmed 
with congratulatione*)
GHO^ LISTEHII
A Volga from 47 ~ giTSS Fairmont the
■$tate championship*
(School yell - greatly augmented by those behind the scenes* She 
Girl slips out» and a crowd of girls come crowding tlirough- the 
door leading from the pool, a gay bunch, with the school colors 
flying, and gathering to-gather in the center of the stage, lustily 
sing their school sing* Uhls song will be the favorite high school 
BOi^ in idiat ever cannunity the pageant is being played* )
♦
gABLEAP
IThe figures representing Faith, Hope and 3^vo will be greeted, 
just in front of the sec<md curtain and in the center of the stage, 
Lowe standing and the others sitting of kneeling on either side*
Shese opsttnoes might be made of cheap sateen or A* B* C* silk 
with gold panels, plain or figured, hanging fyomthe heck to the 
end of the costume* The panels should be eight Inches wide* They can 
be out from wall paper* Haloes also may be cut from the paper. Faith 
dhcmld wear blue, Hope green, and Love crimson. AH*these colors, 
should be as rich as possible*
As the curtain goes The Girl is seated in her usual place 
and the of the Future, atynding jiist behind her points back
toward the tableau*
Faith; "There will no tenqptation over take you, but such as cgie can beart
but God is faithful who will not suffer you to bo ten5>tQd a^ove that 
which you are ablet but will with the temptation make also the way of 








Hope; ** ^0^ H^t ftffllotiou which is for the moment, woifeeth for you
mor© and more exceedingly an eternal weight of glory; while you look 
not at the things udiioh are seen, hut the things Yhlch are not seen; 
for the things ^ich are seen are temporal, but the things which ar© 
not seen are eternal*”
^ov^! learn to love; for love is of God, and everyone that loveth
is begotten of (Jod, and knoweth God, Sh? that loveth not, knoweth 
not God, for God is LOVB* Beloved is God so loves you, you also ought 
to learn to love others. Ko one behold God at ai^ tin©, if you 
love others God abideth in you and His love is perfected in you.
If you speak with the tongues of men and angels and have not love, 
you will become sounding brass or a tinkling symbol.
Lotq Buffereth long and is kind; love envieth not, love vaunteth 
not itself, is not puffed up; doth not behave Itself unseemly, 
seeketh not its owmp is not provoked, takoth not account of evil, re- 
Joioeth not in unri^teouanes, but rejoiceth in the truth; beareth 
all things endureth all things, love never faileth. 4ud now ftbideih 
faith, hope and love, these three, but the greatest of those Is love."
BP|:3033B mo
Gbaraoterss
The Girls dressed in big kitoh apron.
The Mothers dressed in big kitchen apron.
Bub: A ^owsel haired youngster of about ten, with one kniofcerbocker 
leg unstrapped and hanging halfway between knee and ankle.
Juity: School chum of the Girl's.
Settings* 4*
Kitoh.!! oontalning, two chairs, higji stool kitohen table, with 
large pan of water and a pan of potatoes.
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T^e Oirl: In the kltolian mshing dishea* Her mother nearhy la Just 
finishing peeling potatoes. They work a minute in silence. The mother 
picks up the pan of dirty water an^ starts out to en^ty it.
The Mother: Be sure you haye B.u'^ wipe them dear.
'The airl* (dramatlically plaintive) 0, Mother, you teiog how he always Isates
to help with dishea. lt*8 more nuisance to get him ooralled than
to do them nyself*
She' Mother: (gently) Tee* dear «- 1 know all about it*A
The'’-Girl:
, s
(interrupting) And hesidea he*a got such a orudesense of humort
'The Mother: (surprised) crude?
'The-Girl: ■ (rather wishing she hadn't involved herself in an e^planatioul Well,
he thin]^s its smart to tease me abnuti'ITed* And vho likes to be
teased about the fellows, especially when there's nosreason for it?
( the mother turns aside to hide a smile) S>ersozially X think it's
disgusting* { The girl's dignity is superb)
The-Mother: ( putting down her pan, coming over and laying her hand affectionate­
ly on her dau^Ser's shoulder*) 7es, I know* And he won't wash his
ears, and he insists on letting one trouser leg hang down because
IL all the fellows do, and he's always putting snakes in ny fruit jars -
but he's our Bu>, and w© must work together to make a fine out pf
him- mustn't we? ( the girl hesitates, struggling with various
emotions) And there's something else ^ want to say to you.{ little
daughter* All your life long youre going to have to get along with
folks. And here in your own famjly is the hardest and the finest place
in all the world to leam*
Iha Sirl* ( hastily throwing her arms about her mother’s neck and burying her 
fac^ in her shoulder)
Tws, Mother*














into her eyes!' remember this, Httle girl - ' Greater is he that
ml^th his om spirit then he that taketh a oity*'
( th^ are interrupted by a ring at the doorbell* Both leave the room 
and the girl returns with her arms about her girl ohom)
0, Judy, f^m so Gjad you stopped Xn* (Jane.JStarts to take a tea towel)
Ko .you don't without an ^ron. Anyhow it's Bub's job Jo irlpo them,
and UIX just leave them for him; it'll be good for hie soul* There's
surely room for in^rovement - what do you st^ose he did this moming-
but never mind now. Have you had a bid to the Sopii party yet?
(eagerly) Tee, Tad, from Bob Minter#
0, Jane, I'm so glad* ^'s a real fellow* father said so.
Iffhat about you?
Watchful waiting's all yet* Ned's out of town this week, you know*
Tou needn't worry* What do you think I'd better wear* % blue filk 
can't be lengthened -
( comes in with a letter in his l^d, reading as he comes) Prom ^ward 
L* Long!
(hastily drying her hadds and reaching for the letter as Bub broke off) 
Weel, let me have It.
Guess you'd better finish your dishes first. Tou know what h^pens 
when you get a letter from Hed. Mother says-
(catches Bub by the Qfiat tail and clasps her«hand over his mouth, while 
Jane helps her extract the letter* Bub retires outraged and perches 
himself on a hi^ stool in the comSr. The girl eagerly tears open 
the letter 1 It's the bid allright, and ny yellow crepe can be let
down* 0 Joy 1
A funny thing is love. It eckoeth from above 
And llgtLteth like a dove on SGSSS*
But some it never hits, unless it gives them fits,
A^d scatters all their wits - AAHDH I
(The girl makes a dash for Bub who dodges her laughing*)










.Iffell, I guess sQti know tlie ^ out. Good-bye. (she continues to wash 
dislies with unwented energy, wh^le Bub sits on the stool and 
watches.) Don't you think you’d better start wiping?
Naw- I can’t. Tou sprained ny thumb.
Which thumb?
j^aoubtfullyl % right thumb.
Like anything. I Just saw you wiggling your loose tooth with it.
Gome on over and get started*
(argumentatiTelyl Well, mother didn’t say ^en 1 had to wipe them.
All rigjht. Ssi. youfvo got wine thiwi. (She goes on washing quite 
lost in her Own thoughts. Bub crawls quietly across the floor and 
holds the broom stick out to trip the Girl. The Girl turns quickly to 
the dlshpan, trips and failed Bub watches the results of his 
too euooesstSil experiment from a discreet distance. !Phe Girl gets up 
furious, and Buh disappears through the door. She starts after him, but 
suddenly oheofesshersolf, stands irresolute, and finally turns and 
begins to mop up the water. Bub, who has been watching proceedings through 
the keyhole, comes in, very quiet and shamefaced, and begins to wipe 
dishes. They work a minute or two in self conscious silence. Then the 
Girl incisively hugs the guilty Bub) 0, Bub, I love you, and 
‘(meditatively) if I can leam to get along with you — - —
m
The following will all be done in pantomime.
It might be vfell to have "Iiargo" or some other appropriate selection 
played softly on the piano during the action.
The Angel-pf-the-Buture stands Just behind the Girl as before. -
IPortlers coTering $ real or Imaglaaxy ezitf center rear* (this would 
te jnst in front of the second curtain)
On either side of the stage stand pages in crimson and white, with truH5>ets.
A girl gr^d'q^tw.in a single white dress comes in from the yi^t and remains 
standing in the canter Of the stage*
A figure in a white flowing gown with •’Knowledge" distinctly lettered across 
the front, brings in the lanp of Knowledge; li^ts it (if it will li^t) azsi 
hands it to the girl graduate, saying as she does sos
Knowledge; .The fear of Jehovah is the beginning of knowledge*
Discretion shall watch over thee;
Understanding shall keep thee:
Wisdom shall enter into thy heart
And knowledge shall be pleasant unto thy soul*
(Prov.l{7a, 2:11,10.)
Another, also in white, with "Xhaderstanding" lettered Pa her gown, brings 
in an acadealc cap and gown, puts them on the girl graduate, and says:
Understanding! 0 do not ask for place among
Great thinkers ^o have taught and sung.
And scorned to bend 
Under the trifles of the hour'*- 
Only thou must not lose the power 
To cos^rehend
These lessons God dost give 
To teach thee how to live.
To do, to bear.
To get, to share.
To 9ork^ .to play,
And trust alway* M.D.Baboook
{sli^tly adapted)
Angel-of" (Qomes forward and takes the girl graduate ty the hand*)
the-Future: Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers. Pray for powers
equal to your tasks! Then the doing of your work shall be
no miracle. But you shall be a miracle* Sveiy day you shall
wonder at yourself, at the richness of life which has come to
you by the grace of God* (Phillips Brooks)
(Leads her back throu^ the rear exit, the pages holding back the curtains*)
fiPISODE THBSEi
Characters^ The Girl, and four other girls, now in college*
Setting: The girl is in her room, studying at her desk, conspicuously
surrounded 'books and working hard* 
ghe Girl: ( heaving a si^ of relief) Therefore angle W equals angle S
The Girl:
And .^gt was an original* Three cheers for our side* Npw for sociology*
(Picks uu another hook and flz^s her ulaoe* Groans) Oh. those -Drocessesi
Will I ever learn theib? (Studies a few moments in silence)
A group of girls come stroHlng hy, hooks under their arms* Seeing the
Giylf they stop to visit a minute*
(Vexy sweetly) Good momingj Bid you know that the social process of
society are (takes a long hreath and ra\;tles them off fast] Association,
domination, opposition, adaptation, cooperation, stratification, social*
isation, alienation, individualiaation and oiystaliaation?
One' e'f-‘the 
Others:
Well X*d always guessed as much* An4 what*8 more, in writing a semester
paper one must have oh the title page (counts eff on her fingers and also
goes at lightning speed) the title of the paper capitalised, the name of
the student in full, no initials, catalogue number and name of course,
the semester and year* Also*
Seoond Girl: (breaking in) And T might add*
The Gir3,: Don't bother, (they all lahgh) It*s great to be getting a college education
isn't it? (growing more serious) But it Xs. groat; To really dig beneath
the surface of things and Know* and Know vou know. Butfhastnv
up her book again) right now I know I don’t know, and the quiz 1.a this
.afternoon* Good'byeJ I'm so sorry you have to go*
Sebbhd Girl: $a trifle ruefully) So are we. (They stroll on, leaving the Girl studying
diligently)
The Girl: (closing the book and reciting from memory with an obvicuft#fforA’ )
Assimilation by environment, assimilation "by occupation, assimilation
"by mode of life, assimilation by* by- byvopens book) 0 yea, by dialectio
of personal growth, ajssimilation by education* There’s that*
Btit, I haTo to. — Ho - I*m aorjy, Imt
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The' fllrlt 1 gq.es8 X lm7Q It '•
Phone ringa.'
The girl; "Stn^ing Sociology. ——■
there's no othef time to get it. Goodbye.”
How English -> Milton on his blindness. It's beantiful, too.
'^en 1 consider how sy li^t is spent
E'er half ny days in this dark world and wide»
And that one talent ^ich is death to hide 
Lodged with bie nselesst though sonl more bent 
To serre therewith ny Maker and present 
Ify true account lest he returning chide;
"Loth God ex^t day labor, 110it denied?"
I fondly ask, but Patience, to prevent 
That zDunnur, soon replies, -*GQd doth not need 
ISlther man's work or his own gifts, ^o -best 
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best. His state 
Is kingly; thousands at his bidding speed.
And post o'er land and ocean without rest;
They also serve w?io only stand and wait."
Bepeats wistfully - "He also serves idio only stands and waits. (While 
repeating this sonnet. The Girl n^t hold the audience by a really 






Knock on the door; the first girls back all excitement. One grabs 
up the Girl's hat and slams it on her head. Another starts to hurry 
her into her coat; another wraps her scarf around her neck, while 
a fourth struggles with her golashes.
( getting her breath) Thaz)ks so much, but I really wasn't chilly I 
Ititstnawsd all afternoon —
And the boys ™
(fairly shouting) Want BS. S2. tabjtggahing i 
( in a voice of ecctaety ) Tobagganing t «* (begins to adjust at top 
. speed. Slows down. Polls on her gloves very slowly and then starts 




What's the matter ?
This would be ny third evening out this week and I'm behind now. 






?he (rlrl: Tos, and'it*8 the night before exams too.
Third Crirl; (drops dramatically on lier taaees before The Girl) "Cone on. Tad - 
it’s no fun v.lthout you.
The Girl; Cheer npi you still have each other and the boys, and for me - - 
right now - - I*m getting educated:
First Girl:Well. so long, you’ve pricked ny conscience something awful.
Good luck. {They leave)
(Girl takes off wraps and sits down again)
Curtain
TABLEAU *
This- timd the Angel of the Future coDtes in before the Girl, 
standing in the center of the stage, recites the following veiy 
slightly modified version of ”The Search" by Thomas Curtis Clark.
The Angel of the Future;
She seeks his loVe in sun and stars 
■ And where the wild seas roll, •
And finds it not. As mute she stands. 
Fear overwlielms her soul;
But when she gives to one in need.
She finds the Lord of Love indeed.
She seeks his love in lore of books.
In charts of science skill;
They leave her orphaned as before - 
His love eluding still;
Then in despair she breathes a prayer; 
The Lord of Love is standing there.*
The Girl comes in and takes her usual seat. The Angel of the Future 
goes over and stands near her. A spotlight is flashed on a gold cross, 
several feet hi^ and placed just behind the place where the Angel 
of the Future first stood.
The chorus off stage, sings very distinctly:
0 Love that wilt not let me go,
I rest ny weaiy soul in thee;
I give thee back the life I owe.
That in thine ooean depths its flow;
May richer, fuller be.
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0 Light that followest all n^r way,
I yield. Tiy flickering torch to thee;
heart resotres its horrovrod ray.
That in thy sunshine’s hlaze Iti day 
Eay brighter, Xaiffer he.
0 Joy that seekest me through pain,
I cannot close ny heart to thee,
I trace the rainhow through the rain, 
And feel the promise is not vain;
That mom shall tearless he.
0 Cross that liftest up my head,
I dare not ask to fly from thee;
I lay in dust life's glory dead.
And from the ground there blossoms red. 








The Girl sitting in a rocker reading a letter, and evidently 
struggling to keep back the tears. Ae she finishes, she breaks 
down con5)letely, dropping her head in her hands with a little 
despairing sob.
0, .1 don't feel it - I can’t find Him - and where is ny mother now?
(Knock on the door) {Hastily wiping her eyes, she calls) Come inJ .
The Maid: {(sticking her head in at the door] It’s the minister, he asked
to see you just a minute.
The Girl; Yes ----- Show him right in.
(The. minister comes, in, takes her hand and looks searchingly into 
her face.)
The Hinister;Off by yourself again? You mustn’t grieve like this.
The Girl: Yes sir, I know it.
70^he Minister: Have yon heard the newa?
t'
Girl: {listlessly] No, what news?^
Mr. Arthur's oonmunlty pageant has “been approved by the committee
The Girl:
and is to be put on At the new outdoor amphitheatre in September,
It is a tremendous thing. I have read it nyself and am sure that
it will be of untold inspiration to the whole oommunity.
(still listlessly) Yes, - I hope it goes laaell.
The Minister: That's why I came. Tad. It is going to take all the leadership re­
sources the community can produce. You are the only one available 
person Mrs. Longwood can think of to take charge of the episode 
where the little children come on - they love you so, Tad, If
yoji thought you could - -
The Girl: (slowly shaking her head) I wish I weren't such a weakling Dr. 
Howard, but I guess I just I - I can't seem to find help
anyhhere*
The Minister: Not anywhere. Tad?
The Girl: (a little defiantly) No sir, not anywhere. (Picks up the letter
she had been reading^ . people try to comfort me, and they only
make me miserable. Listen to these verses ny cousin just sent me:
"Beside the dead 1 knelt fop prayer
And felt a presence as I prayed.
I«o, it was Jesus standing there.
He smiled: "Be not afraid."
( Prom OhristAs Consolatop - Baymon4
(Breaks off ln5)atiently and hopelessly, tossing the letter aside.)
I thou^t I was a Ohristlah but He doesn't seem to come to me.
I know you'll think I*m awful, but I can't even be sure there is
a God. Dr. Howard, how ^ !_ goln^ to know there is a God? And if 
there isn't - (Breaks down again)
^ Minister {Speaking quietly and with great tenderness) There is a God, Tad, 
and your mother is with him now. If you do ^t I tell you to, 
you will .surely find him too.












Write these words down* .(Girl takes up a pencil and writes as he 
dictates.) Oh God, if there he a God, reveal Thyself to ny soul.” 
(They sit in silence a ii»:)mentl 
Just that?
That doesn’t take anything for granted, does itt 
Uo sir.
And itsasfcs for what you want, doesn’t it?
Tes sir ” - 0 it does.
Keep on piraying that prayer, and the answer will come.
(The minister goes quietly out, the Girl not noticing but gazing 
at the paper in her hand. She drops to her -knees beside the 
ohaiinsand:'Starts praying aloud, softly an^hesitatingly at first, 
then more confidently.)
0 God - - - if there be a God - - - reveal - Thyself - to ny soul 
0 God — - If (pause) 0 God, - if- there- be a God - reveal 
Thyself to ny soul.* — — 0 God - reveal thvself to m souli 
singing in the distance:
Softly;
Other refuge have I none 
Hangs ny lielpless soul on thee 
Leave, ah leave me not alone.
Still support and comfort me*.
All ny trust on Thee is*stayed 
Ail ny help from Thee I bring.
Cover ny defenceless head 
With the shadow of thy wing.
Fuller and more exultantly
The Girl raises her head with a look of joy.
Plenteous grace with thee is found 
Grace to cover all ny sin;
Let the healing streams abound, 
i^ke and keep me pure within.
Thou of life the fountain art.
Freely let me take of thee 
S-pring thou u-p within my heart.
Else to all eternity.
After & moments silenoe. ~ The Girl gets up, finds 9. telephone 
directory, looks up a number and goes over to the phone*
The Girl: 5946 Black, please - - ----- Hello, Mrs* Longwood?-----This is
TTad Sherwood* Dr* Howard was in today and said you wanted me' to help
with the children's episode in the pageant - I just wanted to tell
you that I will .be glad to do what I can* ----- You're welcome,
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I*m sure ------ Yes, 1 am ready ----- i have found Someone
who will help me. - - — (roodlye.
Curtain
IHTERLHDB*
This time it is no longer the Girl who comes in, but The Woman made
up to resemble as ciosely as possible the Girl, but even more attractive*
According to her custom, she goes over to her favorite seat and begirs to
day dream as before*
Use the whole stage for the interlude*
The Angel of the Future: (enters, comes over close to the Woman, but a little 
behind her, and stretching out her arms caressingly toward her, begins to 
speak:)
0 Girl that was< 0 Woman now become -
True to ny promise, I have brought to you 
Rich opportunity, and opened up
The Fourfold Way to perfect womanhood*
And you, through light and darkness, joy and pain.
Have followedand grown Fourfold and strong.
Fitted to livej^iove and ccuiseorate 
Anew your woman's powers to serve the world;
And so to serve your Lord. Your future lies 
Ahead - mysterious, and yet secure,
Aai now to help you in the way you go,
I bring - the spirit of Service . Fare you well^
(At the last line the Angel of the Future tums and points to the spirit 
of Service, revealed in the spotlight, wearing blue Grecian robe with 
gold waist cord, slowly coming for^^ard from the rear. The Angel of the 
Future quietly leaves the stage.)
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The Spirit of Service comes for^ird to the place where the Angel of the 
Future had heen standing, and herself stands silent, holding out one arm to­
ward the V/oman, hut with lier eyes following those who are to pass across the rear 
of the stage, representing the world’s need. They will pass in the order listed 
below, but each by some look or gesture, entreating the Spirit of Service for 
help. ^Uhe Spirit of Service, in turn points them to the Woman. During this 
time a violin or piano should play the tune to "Whfre Cross the Crowded V/ays of ^ 
life.”
1. A group of immigrants with their bags and bundles. They look wistfully toward 
the Spirit of Service as they pass.
2. Following at a little interval, a lame boy with a pack of newspapers under 
his am. He pauses, looks longingly, readjusts his papers and hobbles on, 
leaning heavily on one crutch.
3. A very old couple, barely able to walk. The old man points the old woman to 
the Spirit of Service, and, keeping their eyes on her, they make their way 
slowly out.
4. A group of twwdry superficial society women, their discontent showing plainly 
on their faces. As they catch sight of the Spirit of Service, the hard look leave# 
their faces for a'minute but they pass (juickly on.
5. A group of little children, trooping along by twos and threes. Catching 
sight of the Spirit of Service, they point to her with glee, confident with the 
faith of childhood that she will give them what they need.
6. A nvimber dressed to represent various foreign peoples, burdened, unhappy, 
but looking hopefully to the Spirit of Service. These are to represent the 
world wide need.
After they have left the stage, the Spirit of Service quietly follows, leaving 
the Woman quite alone. The music also stops. She sits with bowed head, evidently 
in prayer, as the soloist off stage sings:
would be true for there are those who trust me; 
wnuld be pure for there are those who care; 
would be btrogg for there is much to suffer; 
would be brave for there is much to dare 
would be brav^i^^-^ere is much to dare, 
would be friend to all, *The foe, the friendless 
would be giving and forget the gidtt; 
would be humble for I know ray weakness; 
would look up, and laugh and love and lift; 
would look Tip and laugh and love and lift.
Curtain
N. B. If a shorter sinpler pageant is desired, this interlude may be made the 
final climax. In I'-at se the closing outlin-id on r'..ould be od











(Ee Burning from page )
WJiile the second curtain is still down, the chorus "behind the scenes sing the 
following as a preparation for the episode which is to follow, the woman sitting 
in her usual seat listening. t
i
Once to eveiy man and nation I
Gomes a mon^nt to decide, *
In the strife of truth with falsehood, ^
For the good or evil side; I
Some great cause, (70d*8 new Messiah, 2
Offering each the "bloom or blight, |
And the chftice goes by forever '
•^ixt the darkness and that light.
Then to side with truth'is noble, I
When we share her wretched crust, i
fire her cause bring fame and profit, j
And *tis prosperous to \>e just; j
^hen it is the brave man chooses, I
While the coward stands ASide
Till the multitude make virtue j
Of the faith they had denied* ]
By the li^t of burning martyrs, |
Jesus* bleeding feet I track, i
Toiling up new Calvarys ever |
With the cross that turns not back*
New occasions teach new duties, |
Time makes ancient good uncouth; :
They must upward still and onward.
Who wout^ keep abreast of truth*
Thou^ the cause of evil prosper,
Tet 'tis truth alone is strong;
Though her portion be the scaffold.
And upon the throne be wrong.
Yet that scaffold sways the future.
And, behind the dim unknown,
Standtth Ood within the shadow,' i
Keeping watch above his own* )
James Russell Rowell ‘







The Woman - teacher of an organized Sunday School class of girls* 
Catherine - president of the class, 
llartha - secretary.
Alice, Ethel, Peg^, Eunice, Gwen, Jessie and four other memhers.
The girls are about seventeen years old, and all are dressed in hiking, 
clothes - bloomers or knickers and middies - or if the community is very 
conservative, skirts and middies.
Setting: ^his is an out of door scene, ^he girls are gathered about a campfire 
clearing after a picnic supper. An exceedingly effective artificial 
fire can be made with electric bulbs, orange and red tissue paper, and 
branches. Guard carefully against fire. Of course if the pageant is being 
put on out doors, a real fire is practical and much more effective.
ACTION
Alice: This looks better, but there^s a fish’s tail over by the maiden hair 
fern, and three potato chips on the grass.*
Ethel: I move the inspection committee continue their vacation till the laboring 
classes have a chance to finish their work. Isn’t that right Miss 
Sherwood?
The Woman; Cheer up, Ethel - yOu*ll be inspecting next time.
Ethel; 0. joy! (continues picking things up, throwing the offending tail and 
chips in the fire. Starts a catchy tune. Several catch up their ukes 
and acoon^jany ]
Alice: (breaking into the singing) There now, we’re ready for our meeting.
Madame President, it’s up to you.
Catherine: Sfeall we have the business first. Miss Sherwood?
The Woman: Yes, but remember we have a lot to do beside that, and make it as short 
as you can.
Catherine: Q Girls! Hurry! (The girls all gather close, sitting on the stumps etc.)
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All: (repeating with bowed, heads) 1% the words of onr months and the meditations
of onr hearts be aoopetable in thy sight, 0 loid, onr strength and onr 
redeemer*
Catherine! Our name?
411: ^lie Fourfold Claes of the Union Sunday School.
Catherines And our verse?
All: Jesne Inoreased in wisdom and stature, end in favor with man and God. 
Catherines And our motto?
Piokens, Ennioe %te, Alice Horton, Ethel Hewoomb, Eloise Wilcox,
Peggy Brant, Jo Eastman, Janet Horton, Jessie Welgle, Gwen Arthur,
Miss Sherwood.
CatMrine: Ihe secretary will read the minutes of the last meeting if she has 
remembered the book this time.
fertha: (prodnoing the book with a flourish) At your servlee.
£ega: iMam President, I think for tl. good of Martha's soul I ought to relate
that Miss Shenvood called her up three minutes before she left home 
and reminded her of it.
Smse: Three cheers for Miss SherwoodJ (They gibe them enthuslastioally)
Mrtba: (guite undisturbed) last Friday we took the last of our series of hikes.
It was an overnight hike, ten miles going, and thirteen miles coming 
back by the river. Hobody stiff, no one sunburned, no blisters. It might 
be interesting to note here that our first hike was only five miles long, 
and produced nine hlisbers. seven red noses end three very, red noses, a ’ 
strained ankled and twelve stiff girls. Miss Sherwood was the only one 
who oame through as good as new. and everyone knows she can stand a:^- 







and woke in time to see the snn rise over the l^e* We saw six new birds 
a new tree and a new rook formation^ we also had the pleasure of fishing 
our dignified president out of the oreek** lliss Sherwood did the fishing 
and also superintended wringing her out afterward- and we demonstrated 
our first aid ability after Jessie knelt on a bee's nest to pick a wild 
flower* X should also mention Hiss Sherwood's wonderful atories around 
the can^fire and our little Hillside meeting at sunset* Kespeotfully 
submitted, Bartha Crawford*
iny additions or oorreotlons? If not, the minutes stand approved* Poes 
the ooimnlttee in charge of the pionic have anything to sayt 
Not much, except that the eats come to fifteen cehts apiece^ we must 
be sure to scour Hrs* frown's flying pan before we take it home. I move 
you, Badame President, that inasmuch as Jessie upset the milk, she be 
appointed a short term committee of one to take oare of this matter* 
(Unhappily) Madame President, having investigated the frying pan, X feel 
that a standing committee of five will be needed, and I nominate Gwen 
as chairman*
Why wasn't it done with th@ rest of the things?
Xt's soaking^
We'll Investigate the matter later* Gwen, have you anything more to say? 
If not, we'll hear from those in charge of the party* (general stirl 
Well, we're going to have a ha;j:rlde out to Brown's farm, and our Bible 
Baseball game out there. The boys have accepted our ohallen^ and are 
studying their heads off. Of course we'll beat 'em- but we might not, 
so you'd better all get to work* ( eveiyone starts to whisper!
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Catherinej Order please* 7on all certainly do get excited ahont the hoyel
Grwen: Well, at do you mhen you aren't presiding*
'Catherine1 (Eastilyl Is there any more husiness?
' ifhe'V/oiD&n: Tes, there le one thing more* (At the sound of her voice they all
pron5)tly give their undivided attention! The Principal of the High
School asked me the other day if I thought you'4 help him<r
(Porgetting and breaking In) r help himJ
■^The V/omans Xou probably know there are sane serious conditions*
The Womans Well, he didn't Just put It that way - but 1 guess that's the point*
^Catharines (A little sharply) Well, what does he think we can do about it?
The Women: He has noticed that you liave influence with both the boy^ and the girlp
Catherinesy. •
Marthas
Well, we'll lose it if we txtxn into goody-goodies*
(Reproachfully) Catherinei
^ GwdA: (Thpughtfully) It's the truth. I've watched it a lot lately* If a
girl lives up to the standards she knows she ought to in that
school nobody pays any attention to her*
‘Catherines (Impetuously) And as for ever having a good time -
‘Ethels We have good times, don't we?
Catherine t Don't we ipstl But I mean with the boys*
' Ethels Tou mean with Harold*





'The Woman* Which Is worth more to you girls - popularity or self respect?
Catherines Just what do you mean - self respect?
'i
\7onan8 WaJ-l, this way of putting it has always helped moj Never do anything
with a hoy friend you wouldn't want his mother to know about*
'Alice: Heavensj What-~what«*
^ The^Womsms What would there ho left to do? S'or a weakling nothing* For a
fourfold ffirl enough to make her both popular and influential*
’Catherine: fLeaninsr forward with Intense eamestnossl Do hou reall^hbelievotthat*
Ml,ss Sherwood?
'The Woman: I do*
'Catherine: May I asM you one more question?
■ $lxe Woman: ?ou may*
' Catherine t Have you tried it?
" Hie 'WoAan: Te^f Catharine* I have*
' Allxie: (Breaking rather a tense silence) Well she got a man all right*
(They all lau^* looking significantly at the diamond on her hand)
'"Catherine: 2ii88*Sherwood* do you really believe - we are equal - to living
UP to those ideals - in our school?
'iThe' Womto: Catherine* I do - especially if you can all stand together* (Silence again)
'SMioe: But if w^ couldn't swing it* Suppose we all just got left alone with
our self respect?
?)he Woman: Then What?
" SiiniOe: (With conviction) It's mighty lonesome being goodi
^Catherine: Tes* suppose we should just lose our boy friends « is it worth the price?
'(?he Womah: That depends on how much vou think of them*
Catherine: (Shaiply again) JShat do you mean by that?
’The Woman: X mean you can never raise their standards by singly coming down to






Of your friends to be willing to give them up. (pause) Do you remember 
Christ*^8 prayer - "For their sakes I purify n^'eelf?" iPhat is the price 
real friendship is always willing to pay. tpause) Of course if you are 
5nly thinking of the good times they oan give you *•
It isn't that - 0 it isn't only tbati They are our friends.
(^letlyl I thought so. (pause) I think you girls have faced the issue 
Siiuarely, and counted the cost. If you are willing to stand with me 
on this proposition, let's shake on it.
(Coming forward with sin^ile directness takes her hand. With pauses, show­
ing how sincerely each girl is facing the issue, the rest do the same, 
Catherine coming last, showing the signs of inner conflict, but with 
head held high and deteimination in eveiy move.)
(loo deeply moved to say what she feels) Come - we mast sing oar soog, 
and start the hike back.
(They gather olose ahont the fire, with their hands on each others 
shoulders, and with bowed heads, sing*
Father in heaven, hear us today; 
Allowed thy name boj hear us we pri^.
0 let thy kingdom come,
0 let thy will be done.
By all beneath the sun, as in the skies.
Father in heaven, hear us we pray;
Hallowed thy name be, hear us we pray; 
lead us in paths of right.
Save us from sin and blight,
King of all love and mi^t, glorious for aye.
Anoiiymous. Tunej Southhan^ton.
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-b gnman takas her ueraal seiist at the foot of the tree*
The^ Spirit of Service staniis over near, and to the rear of, The Woman, 
gesturing toward tile action as before*
A low rocker beside a amsll^itable is set in the center of the stage, Just 
in front of the second curtain. A Bible should be placed on the table.
The following bymn is sung either by the chorus oy by a solo voice.
0 Lord, X do not ask to stand 
As V^ing or prince of hi^ degree,
I only ask that, band in hand,
A child and I may come to thee.
(During thia verse A young woman leads a little' hhild over to the rocker 
and A@4tlng herself in it, draws him (or her} close by her side.)
To teach a tender vCice to pray 
Two childish eyes thy face to see.
Two feet to guide in thy sure way 
This fervently I ask of thee.
( During this verse the child kneels at the woman's knee.)
0 grant thy patience to impart 
Thy holy law, thy words of truth.
Give, Lord, thy grace, that ny whble heart 
May overflow with love for youth.
(During this verse the woman takes the child In her lap, opens the Bible, 
and they look at it together.)
As step by step we tread the way.
Trusting and confident and free,
A child and X shall day by day 
Find sweet companionship with thee.
During this verse they got up, and the woman leads the child out again.)
Charactefst
Th'd~ WOntan; now a young mother in a home of te r own. 
“ atmToV; her ten year old son.
Helen; her seven year old daughter.
BlaW; posgibly one or two years old,
Spy Husband; (Mr. Armstrong)
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(Sitting by the table or in front of the fireplace playing with 
the baby in her lap*)
( Cornea in in a liesnrely way, stops to play wj^th the baby, too, 
and then casually asks)
Mother, wherethe oat?
1 4bn*t know, I*id surei,- in the collar probably# Why do you want her? 
A mouse ran up Juaior's pant leg and he*s holding it ^lle I get 
the oat*
(Hastily putting the baby down! Mercy child/ Where Is he?
In Walker* s garage*
Pon-*t let the baby get near the fire* {JDashes out*)
(Saters) Helen runs to him, throws her arms around his neck and 
gives him a resounding smack. Then he picks up the baby and 
Bits down in a rocker.)
Where's your mother?
In Walker's garage getting a mouse out of Junior's pant leg*
(Increduously) Getting a what out of Junior's pant log?
(Most casually) A mouse*
(Hastily putting the baby down) I guess she needs her husband then. 
Don't let the baby get near the fire*
gurries out* They return in a minute with a much dissheveled ^d 
rather crestfallen Junior in a pair of overalls.)
(Svidmtly continuing a Qross examination)
And how did you happen to go to Walker's garage without asking Mother 
first? And after supper, too/
Junior: (hooking wistfully toward the door)
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Well I heard the follows yelling. All the bellows were there;
Myy Armstrong; Well, Son, to^ advice in the future would be Jo let the mouse go 
before it bites you. let's see your leg. (OThey all bend over the 
injured member with great interest)
I think you’ll live. I’d recomnend soap and water first,
■ Womaq: Jes, Junior, ask Mary to wash your hands too,- and put on your
other suit. (Junior starts to leave with alacrity. Just as he reaches 
the door his mother calls again) 0 Son, did you get the thread I 
sent you for?
(Uneasily) Yes, Mother, its on the front porch. (Starts out again.) 
g?hQ Woma-ni Just a minuts. Junior. 7/here is the cliange?
Junior! I don’t know.
You don’t know/
Jimiori I guess it^s by the thread.
Suppose you get it. (Junior goes out, but returns empty handed)
Junlbr; It wasn't there, (long pause)' Maybe the cat got it. (Hopefully)
* The' Woman! What would the oat do with it?
Junior; Well, the-man in the store didn't give me any change.
The; Womffl! He must have, OJwo spools of cotton thread wouldn't cost fifty cents. 
^..Armstrong; What is that in your pocket. Son? let's see. (Junior sidles over] 
Marbles: I never saw you have any like these before# 
feior; (Most uncomfortably) Johnpie Walker ^ve them to me.
Hr,. Armstrong! Pretty generous for Johnnie;
^ Won^i Junior, I think you had better ask Mary to put you to bed where
you can lie and think. Maybe you can remember then about the change. 
(Glad to get away] at any cost) Yes, Mother. (He leaves) (They sit in
silence a few moments, both parents looking very much troubled. Helen 
yawns and stretches.)
Junior;
The Y/omani Tes, dear, its tlmQ^ou went to hed too* Elea Hadd^* (ghe takes them
out* Mr* AmatzdL&g^ji^kes his head* Then he picks xcp a hook and looks
throngh it with interest* The Woman retiims, picks her sewing and
The Woman:
sits down*}
Arthur, 1 don't mind idien they're just mlsohieTOUs - hut to have him
lie and steal -
Mr* Armstroner: There dear, don?t worry too much* 1 guess he isn't the first young man
The Woman:
Of that age to try it*
(With much feeling) Yes, that's just the point. And most of them
keep ri^t on* (Mr* Anistrong looks surprised) Yes, they do i 0
X don't mean tliey spend their zoother^s change for marbles all their
lives, hut Arthur, a really oonsistently honest man is rare and
you know it J i^e hoys Junior plays with - the men you do business
with *■ 0 Arthur, Eow can we do it all hy ourselves ?
Hr* Arraatronfts ( a little perplexed) Do Mt!hat all hy ourselves dear?
' The Woman? Make a Christian man out of him i The Sunday School can't help much
- not the way its run now* And besides, vhat is one little half hour
a week 7 And as for the public school - (she shakes her head in dis­
couragement!
Mr* Armstroiiff* I have scmiething here that might interest you*
'The’ Woman: What is it?
Mr* Armstrong* A hook on week day schools of religions. They are doing wonders with
it in some cities* Practical results, you know. The little hoys there
bring hack the change-
The Woman: (Dropping her work and leaning fozward] Tell me more, Arthur. Are
there many hooks on the subject ?
( the door opens and Junior, in Ms pajamas, with towseled head, tear 
Atained cheeks, and shaken now and then with a convulsive sob, comes i 
In, both hands full of marbles. He goes strai^t to his mother, puts 
them in her lap, throws his arms about her neck and ’mils)










0 Mpthar, .1 ept -(sohsj -with ,( raore.sobaj tho change.
' ( gathering him xtp in her armal son - little son .-----you s
couldn’t sleep till you told mother the truth about them, could you?
( junior shakes his head and then buries it on his mother’s shoulder 
again. The Woman Irt^gs him close and looks over at her husband) We 
will TnftV-A a Tnft-n out Of you won*t we ? (She rooks him in silence^ a 
minute more) Now I wonder what we*d better do about the marbles? 
(Bn^hatically) You take ’em - I don’t want ’em
Don’t you we’d all feel better if you took them back to the store
and got mother’s change ? ( Long pause)
( veiy low) Yes, Mother/
(Eelieved) There, I knew ny boy would want to do the right thing.
Now let’s go back to bed - you can have happy dreams now, can’t you? 
(Takes him out, and returns at once. Her husband goes toward her as 
she enters the room.) 0, Arthur, wasn’t he just too dear ? (Then 
standing before her husband with head held high, and speaking with 
great determination) Arthur Armstrong, ^ are going to learn how to 
give our children real religious education, no matter what it costs - 
and when they are grown, I’m going to give my time to bringing vital 




How middle aged, and with grey hair, but if anything more attractive 
than ever, comes in and takes her place by the tree.
of Service: comes in and stands In the spot light in the center of the
stage holding the lan^ of wisdom in one hand, and an open Bible in the 
other.
(Kneeling, prays aloud. As she prays the strains of a violin playing 
”0 Master Let me Y/alk with Thee” are bearly discemable.)
B5
Thou knowest, Q heavenly Father, the duties that lie before me this
v' w-"
Jh&- V^Oinan: day, the-dangera that ros^ confront me, the sins that may heset me*
Grtilde me, strengthen me, protect me, Sulda me in thy life in such
abundance that I may this day hold ny sotd in thy pure li^t- dive
me thy power that ^ may become a power for righteousness among ny
fellows. Give mo thy love, that all lesser things may have mo attraction
for me. I*et me find thy power, thy love, thy life in all manfcindy and
in the secret places of my own soul.”
[ From a Book of Prayers for Students}
Charaoterst
EPISOD^ VII




Middle figed man and his wife:





Settings in an office, with a storm raging outside.
ACTIQST.
•!Qi3 Y/oman; ( Dictating) If you oan arraziga to come we can assure you that the
Protestant forces of this city will give their united support to
your proposed fine arts program. We can sectire a liall iexcell^ntl^'
adapted .to the display of your pictures; all of our leading churches
have well trained chorus choirs which will be able to give the help
you will need in your musical programs, and our young people’s cjouncil
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Will tako tile respongitlllty o;f promoting the page^t, lifliich oan he 
held In a nearhy park, inhere we have a natural ao^hitlieater seating 
over five thousand people* Smstlng then that we may be able to count 
on your being with us the third week in august, I am, most sincerely 
yours, Theodora Armstrong, Pres* of the Greenville Sunday School 
Association* (Sons throu^ some more mail) I have several more for you 
to take* I think for once we will have an un-interkupted afternoon *- 
no one is going to come out in this storm*
(Thunder and wind) (The ^one rings)
Stenographers I^e* Amistrong? Just a moment*
The Wr>Tnfl-ni Tes, ~ 0 yes, Miss donell* I am sorry you have had trouble getting me*
X have arranged things at home so ^ can be In the Association 0 ffice
• •
from one to five every afternoon, so you will find me here in the future 
( Pause) 0 1 like to do it, and the work has grown so it demands that 
much time at least* Tou see ny children have grown up, so I have 
more time to give to other People*s* I was Just wondering 1.^ we could 
get you to take charge of decorating the platform for the graduation 
exercises of the coninunity training school* (Pause) there will need 
to be accomodations for fifty two graduates. The colors are blue 
and yellow. (Pause) Tes, I think that will be most satlsfaotoiy* Thanir 
you so much -- •— Tes, it is a Terrible stonn* Glad we*re inside .*
Tes, that*3 all* Good-bye*
( as she turns back to her work, the door Is thrown open, and a map 
wet with rain, strides in*)
Man> _stPim - they’re outside in it .* On the lake. If we can’t get help
to them they’ll drown - Lois Wright, Edith Mason, Ruth Hamilton, ny 
Marion ( His voice breaks) were out sailing on the lake when the storm 
broke* The cnfejighbors have phoned in that they are being driven on the
the rOQ)ce at^ Fisher-'s Point* Old Fisher is the only idio hnovs 
the renf ^11 enough to handle the boat there in this sea, and he has 
the only boat strong enough* And they can't get him to try. 
t Tensely) ^Qhat do you mesn^
He*8 been getting queer lately you know. Lived alone too long. But 
he'll do anything for you beacause of i^t you did for his girl. Tou 
ooue. Ask him* You I 
Hurry ! Where's the auto ?
Can't get throxigh in an auto. Horseback's the only way> and that's 
dangerous. Tracks under water - dirt roads caving. Can you do itY 
(Who has already thrown her wraps on) Bring the horses to ny home.
1*11 be waiting for you. (Leaves^ followed ^ the n^* Sounds of wind 
and rain)
ghe Stenograuhe^^^^Qs watches the storm through Ihe window. Comes back to the
machine and tries to write. Hakes a mistake. Hrases. Makes another* 
tears the paper out and throws it in the basket. Goes over to the 
window again.) 0 that terrible road. They'll never get through. Its 
lucliy^she's trained fourfold. (Sits down at the desk again and-burries 
her face in her hands. The phone rings, causing her to start violently) 
]fello. She isn*t here. She's gone there now, with Mr. Johnson on 
horseback. Yes, they hop® to getthere in time. Good 1^©. (The door 
open^sand a middle aged niaa and his wife comes in, also wet and blown 
by the storm*
■Man and^ Wife; (Speaking together) Where is Mrs. Armstrong?
Stenogranhen She's gone out.
Middle aged man she know anything about the sailing party?






old man to go tffter them.
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^ Wife'
' ^ j .- '>' ^ t *■ s^ ■'
there?
/ ' Stenocraiaherg ^ Horsehftok*- --
M^dJe Agedfe 5^ 9 takan her life in her hands, then, I g«ss9 only Sgd Almighty
can save any of them nw. (Hid, \Tife begina to sob 2ysterioally. fhe
man putting his arm sronnd her -) Bhe's pulled onr Hariy through.
ti^t places before, let's beliers she irill again.
^-Wife* 0 Itm glsd sha-'a gone for him. I«m glad she's gone for him.
n°^ two minutes to denote passage of time. A few measures 
from 5^e Storm might be played on the piano/ Curtain is raised
distractedly pacing the floor. Jftm sits 
^iaiead in his hands. Stenographer is peering out of the window
^ start. ) ( "Darkness from the’Eede!i5)tion' by
Soxuiod nii^t ho used in this instance) ^
gtenbg^pher; Xes, - Yes. She's gone to Fisher's Point. Yes, I ggt
word here as soon as anyishore. They've been gone two hours.
I'm glad she's gone for him. (Footsteps are heard outside. All start
forward with strained attention. Two girls about seventeen years old.
are fairly blown in the door.)
Where is Krs. Armstrong?
Does she know that Lois and Edith and Euth aud Arthur and John and 
Harry are out on the lake in a sail boat being driven on the reef?
Yes, she's gone .on-horseback now to Fisher's Pplnt to get Qld Jfan 
Fisher to go after them* Been gone two hours.
(With great relief) Wejl, if shgjj£ gone for them we'll feel better.
I never yet saw her go for anything she didn't get.
Aged:Man*,(aruffly) Do you realise the chances she's taking, girl? She's no more 
than human. We ought to have heard something before this.
a^Wilei. (Still paoing the floor) I can't help it. I'm glad she's gone. I'm
glad she's gone.
^ .^(Hore tenderly) Control yourself dear, come over here by me. (Footsteps 
outside the door again. All strain forward tensely. A fine looking
FirsV air?, i 
Sboohd airli
’ Stenographer
'' Firsts airl t







Sho*B out. (jone to Fisher’s Point.
Poes she Tmow it then? Poos she know it? The girls were from my 
olass- I should have been with them. I wonder what she thinhp. St:ill 
what could I have done ? Lois, Eidth, Euth, Iferian - wliere ar^ they? 
(Almost hysterically 1 Poes anyone know where they are now?
93iey were anchored off Fisher's point the last we heard.
^ starting to her feet again) 0 I m glad - glad she’s - (feer hushand 
goes over ft'nd gently leads her hack to the seat hedide him. Silence
for several seconds broken only hy the wind and thunder. The steno­
grapher goes over and looks out of the window, Footst^s outside the 
door again. All start forward eaepectantly. Those sitting down involun­
tarily start to their feet. A reporter comes in, tablet and pencil in 
They sink back in obvious disappointment.)
Sobs.
dertrude don’t. She wouldn^t have us be cowards.
Have you heard anything from Mrs. Armstrong yet^
Nothing------- It’s time we did.
(Taking a chair) I guess I’d better wait here. (Silence again)
(Gets up &Tid goes over to a picture of the Alice Freeman Palmer 
Memorial. Stands looking for a moment. ) Thats what she*s done.
Middle Aged







Reporter (With oouvlction) That woman has done more for this community than 
anyone else I’ve known. - - Is the road to Fisher’s Point very
dangerous? They tell me she went on Horsebacks
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T3i^ Stendgrapher; Six© did,- with Mr. Johnson. Hioy’ve been gone & long time*
Th(C Middle Aged Man; It isn’t far» 3?hey certainly on^t to he getting haolc soon* 
^(llinister enters]
Minister: Mrs* Armstrong not hack yet?
StanoaranhOr: Kqt ygt, Dr. Howard. (Several of the others nnconsoiously echo her 
"Not yet")
atari I*m glad She went. Our young people are in terrible danger - hut (he
hursts out impulsively) lifer Sod, we can’t got along without hgrl (Drops 
In a chair and covers his face with his hands* Scarcely knowing ^ere he 
is he starts to pray. 3?he wife slips to her knees hedide her chair.
All how their hoadel Out of the depths- out of the depths - w© call 
unto thee, 0 God. Save them - save her for thy mercy’s sake! (He 
stops, unahle to go on. For several long seconds the deadly silence 
is broken only by an occasional sob from the wife*
WnmftTii (Her voice carrying clearly from wliere she is on the other side of the 
door) I don’t hear them. They must he gone. Wait till I find my key -
I must get that committee report.
Stenograuher:. She’s come. She’s cornel (Huns to the door and flings it open, dis­
closing The Woman, beaten by the storm and weaiy. Seeing the anxious 
group within, she stops into the room with the words) They’re safe - 
all of them*
Curtain.
The Pilgrim’s Chorus is played by the orchestra.
9Z
yiLoatB
(Phe Woman: [Gome's in wearily, sits down in'her usual place, and leans lier head a- 
gainst the tree) 0 Spirit of Servioe, oome to me. I ^ em ~ very 
tired. (The Spirit of Servioe oomes directly in, and this time lays 
her hand on the Woman's shoulder. The Woman opens her eyes and looks 
strai^t into the eyes of the Spirit of ServiOie. Then she stands 
up, her weariness quite gone.) 7ou have come to me^
Spirit of Services But see whom I "bring with me. (The second curtain is raised, 
and groxqped behind it stand all those ^om Thv Woman helped^ 
carafplly and effectively grouped; those ^o have been conspicuous In 
the play being conspicuous here. Gare should ^so be taken regaining 
the color effects. Q^ose who appeared in the same episode should be 
together here. * • • The Woman looks on in silent amazement and growing 
Joy. Then those on the stage begin to speak:
Jud^: (from the first episode) I was weak and you inspired me to grow strong.
'^e_i_GLl_rl_Ls Mother: ( fpom the second episode) I was worried about Bub and you 
gave him an older sister's love.
'Girl, from_the, 5 rd.^episodei Wo thoughtlessly sacrificed all for a good time, sxid 
you showed us the value of an education.
‘Gathariaas '^^0 were content with low standards and you gave us hi^ ideals of 
friendship.
Ur. .Armstrong: I was your husband and you made a home for me and gave our children 
a mother's fullest love.
*Mr. Johnson: (from the seventh episode) Our sons and dau^ters were in peril and 
you saved them.
The'^Minister; T2ie youth of our community were in need 'of ShriStian education and
yeu gave it to them, and opened up for them the fourfold way,
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'Yolae off stage: ( A njgoi’s voice, carefjilly ohopeu - rich and molodins. He most
spealc moat distinct^, all tlie others being in absolute ‘silence*
.^n as much as ye did It unto one of the leaat of these, 
bretheren, ye, did it nnto Me* ( The lights at the rear of the 
stage are dimmed, only The Woman and the Sp^tit of Service 
standing ont conspicnonsly in the fore ground.)
The"Chorus: (Off stage)
•Tis Cod’s all animating voice 
That calls thee from on hi^
*Tis his om: hand presents the prize 
To thine aspiring aye ^ to thine aspiring eye*
The'Angel-of-the-Puture: (Comes forward)
^The,’Woman; (Speaking.vlth glad sujjprise)* Angel of the Future -Again?
'Angel-of"the- Future: Yes, I have come again, 0 Woman, to help you find your still
larger self*
Spirit of Service: And I go with you to le^ you into even fuller service*
■ (They turn and go out together, the Angel of the Future on 
one bide of The Woman and the Spirit of Service on the other* 
Before she goes, however. The Woman hesitates, and goes over 
for one last look at the place ^diare she had come to sit and 
dream all these years* There she sees the Cirl, asi'she was at 
the beginning of the play, sitting looking at the flower.)
The Angel-pf-the-Future; As you were before you grew fourfold. (The Woman pauses,
lays her hand lovingly on the place v&ere she used to lean*
Then with head erect she goes toward the doorway at the right 
throu^ viiioh a flood light is streaming, an Angel on either side.
Chorqsj (Use ^exy available voice with orchestra aco<m5)animent)
A crowd of witnesses around 
Hold thee in fulA survey 
Forget the steps already trod




DAUGSTEHS* DAY WORSHIP SERVICE
Prelude - Largo by Handel
Brief explanation of tlie fact that, having taken part in thar 
pageant, tlis devotional period today is to be a service of prayer for the 
men and women they are going to become.
3. Prayer Song: Father in Heaven, Pune - Southampton
Hear us today;
HMllowed thy name be;
Hear us we prayl 
0 let thy kingdom coma,
0 let thy will be done.
By all beneath the sun,
Ae in the skies.
Father in heaven,
Hear us today; 
i^llowed thy name be,
Hear us we prayV
Lead us in pat^ of light
Save us from sin and blight.
King of all love and might.
Glorious for aye.
4. Responsive reading - Psalm 139: 1-lE, 17, 18, 23, 24.
5. Response read by all:
Lay me to sleep in the sheltering flame 
0 ijaster of the Hidden Firei 
Wash pure my heart, and cleanse for me 
My soul's desire.
In flame of sunrise bathe my mind 
Q Master of the Hidden Fire,
That when I wake, clear eyed may be
My soul-3 desire. (Th, %stlc*s Prayer, Sharp)
6. Prayer read in unison:
0 God, v/hose spirit searcheat all things, and whose love beareth all things, 
encourage us to draw near to thee in sincerity and truth. Save us from a 
worship jOf the lips while our hearts are far away.- Save us from the useless 
Idbor of attempting to conceal ourselves from thee who searohest the heart. 
Enable us to lay aside all these cloaks and disguises which we wear in the 
light of day and here to bare ourselves, with all our weakness, disease, and 
sin, naked to thy sight.
Make us strong enough to bear the vision of truth, and to have done with 
all falsehood, pretence, and hypocricy, ao that we may see things a s they
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are, and fear no more.
Enable ns to look npon the love which has borne v.with us and the heart 
that suffers for ue. Ifelp us to acknowledge our dependence on the purity 
that abides our imcleanness, the patience that forgives our faithlessness, 
the truth that forbears our falsity and oorapromiae. And may we have the 
Grace of gratitude, and the desire to dedicate ourselves to theo. Amen.
(W. 2. Orc2iard).
7* All sing ”When I Survey the Y/ondircais SToss**
8. Silent prayer for the men and women they are going to become.
9. '^ye Hath Not Seen" (Holy Oity) Alfred R. Gaul.
10. "Awake My Soul"
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At tho close of the v/orship service, the teachers* of the girls* 
classes having gone over the following suggestion in detail "beforehand them­
selves, will take part of thQ lesson period (a proceeding which is per- 
missable only on very rare occasions) to give out loose leaf notebooks, pre­
ferably the size that will take typewriter paper, and as nice as possible.
This will mean considerable financial outlay on the part of the Churqh School, 
but it will };i[erejmoney well spent. In case the school cannot afford this, 
the girls could be asked to get the notebooks themselves, or plans could 
be made v/hereby the class would raise the funds.
living wither presented the notebooks or some plan for getting them, 
the teacher would then call to mind the idea of The-Woman-She-Waa-Going*' 
To-Become as developed in the pageant, and suggest to the girls that in 
these notebooks they work out the plans for the women they are going to 
become. The inscription "1924-1934** might be put on the cover indicating 
thet fact that in 1924 they are laying the foundations for the women they 
will have become in 1934.
The girls should be encouraged to make their books as beautiful as 
possible, enriching the content with appropriate pictures, artistic designs, 
if they are talented that way, and hymns and poems that develop the srarious 
ideals as they are taken up. The writer knows from experience that girls 
love to do this and some of them achieve surprisingly beautiful and complete 
results.
The contents might be organized under general headings to correspond 
to the episodes in the pageant: Physical, Mental, Social, Sellgious, Pro­
fessional, Homemaker, "Community Mother." Before any of this, hov/ever, it 
would be well to have a section devoted to a brief condensation of the 
life of Christ, the pattern by which all other plans and ideals are to be
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standardized. QJhis would te a highly condensed collection of those charac­
teristics which each girl found especially inspiring, gathered through the 
use of Bihle clippings supplemented by Pino Arts material.
Having thus started their hooks on Daughters* Day, the girls Trf.ll 
probably noed the rest of the year to finish them, if they are to be raally 
worth while. The teacher who is alert to her ppportunities v/ill find a 
great variety opening up before her, as she helped the members of her class 
collectively or individually in this formation of their ideals. As they 
become increasingly interested in the construction of their books (and they 
will do this, especially as they compare the results of their efforts) 
they will be more than willing to come together from time to time to study 
"a?he Life of Christ in Art" or other great pictures which would be what they 
wanted. Supplied with samples from the Perry Picture Company, The Wildd 
Company, and others tlia teacher could meet their immediate needs while she 
instilled high ideals of art and made them acquainted with the world’s 
great masterpieces for all time. In the same way they would consider really 
great hymns and bits of poetry. But over and above this, if there is one 
person in whom the young girl is interested, it is the woman she is going 
to become, and through this comnon enterprise, the teacher v/111 fiind an 
entrance to the inner '*holy of holies" as she gives individual help, in tha 
planning.
In working this out, the teacher could adapt the emphases to meet 
the particular needs of her group - and possibly according to her own par­
ticular abilirti'ies at times. SIjq could stress ideals of family, of future 
motherhood, of the kind of man a girl would marry, of community service, 
of personal appearance, of the cultivation of the indlvidtial devotional life 
these things and many others could be brought to her and brought out.
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At tha close of eaoh section each girl, would he encouraged tQ 
write a littlQ note to herself in ten years, starting something like this
”0 Woman I am gong to Become: I hope you will he--- etc.", in which
she will summarize her ideals for this future self, physically or mentally 
or socially as the case may he. An envelope should he pasted on the last 
page of each section, and in^the the note slippeij; and left unsealed for 
the time being.
At the end of the year, the girls might he invited to a Watch
Party, eaoh being requested to being her finished hook with her. Timed to
come Just at the close of the old year and the first few minuted of the new,
the follov/ing service could he used:
Prayer Song {All singing)
Just as I am, thine own to he.
Friend of the young who loveat me 
To consecrate myself to thee,
0 Saviour dear, I come.
In the glad morning of my day,
My life t© give, my vows to pay,
With no reserve and no delay,
With all my heart I come,
I would live ever in the light 
I would work ever for the right,
I would serv9 thee with all my might.
Therefore to thee I come.
Just as I am, young strong and free,
To he the best that I can he.
For truth and righteousness and thee, 
liord of my life, I come.
The girls would then go up, one at a time (or if the group is large, ar­
rangements o^uld he made for several at a time) to a table arranged with 
candles, sealing wax, and a stamp hearing the number of the year the notes 
are to he opened, where they wotad seal the notes written to the women they 
were going to become, with the Understanding that the seals would not he 
broken till the end of the ten year period. (The rest of the hook wo3ild he 
available during the whole time.) It might he well to have soft music 




to the following poem. (The girls shotfLd he requested
he “rhost f^ iSl prohahly
liord, not for li^t in da^^cneBS do we pr&y. 
Nor that the veil he lifted from our eyes,
Nor that the slow ascension of our day 
Be otherwise.
Not for a clearer vision' of the things 
Whereof the fashioning shall make us great, 
Nor for remission of the peril and stings 
9f time and fate.
Not for a fuller knowledge of the end 
Whereto we travel, bruised yet unafraid.
Nor that the little healing that we lend 
Shall be repaid.
Not these, 0 Lord. We would not break the bars 
Tljy wisdom sets about usj we shall climb 
Unfettered to the secrets of the stars 
In thy good time.
We know the paths wherein our feet should press 
Across our liearts are written tl^ decrees: 
iet now, 0 Lord, be merciful to bless 
With more than these.
as. .the_ will fashion as we feel. 
us the st_rength to labor as Y.e know.
Srant ns the purpose, ribt’d and e^'d with steel 
2?o strike the blow. ’
Knowledge we ask not, - knowledge thou hast lent,
23:11, - there lies our bitter need. 
Give us. to. build ‘above the deep intent 
‘She d^ the deed.
John Drinkwater
/
5. In closing all sing "Awake Ify Soul."
The Pine 




Turning from the intensive emotionalization of a single idea 
to the use of the fine arts in a year's program of religions education 
in a ohuroh school, we find the posslhllities for variety in approach 
and emphasis practically unlimited. The fallowing ingredients, for in- 
stanca,would be effective; and could be effectively presented if the 
young people's department - or dividlon - were given the responsibility
of providing a fine arts program for the regular evening ohuroh service 
once a month:
September: Let the young people of the individual ohuroh join 
with those Of other churches in the presentation of a religious education
pageant, which would give impetus to young and old alike at the beginning 
Of the church school year.
October: Dramatisation of the life of Ssekiel. Let this be the 
first Of a series of dramatisations of the major prophets, the dramati­
zation Of biblloal material centering in the prophets for this year, while
material from the Hew Testament - the parables for instance - could be am- 
phasizod another year.
November: Dramatization of Amos
December: Dramatisation of Isaiah, closing with the nativity 
scene to which his prophecy dimly looked forward.
Jamajs.: Jeremiah - probably the most elaborate of the series. 
.February: The rest of the prophets made vivid through picture, 
poetry and song, ending with the unveiling of a handsome reproduction of 
Sargent's picture of the prophets, to be hung later in the Church School 
auditorium or some other appropriate place about the church. It would
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■be of considera'ble psychological value if things could be so managed 
that the church congregation would present this picture to the young 
people in appreciation of their efforts in behalf of the evening ser­
vices*
March: evening of sacred music in which the orchestra and the young
people’s choral society would combine their efforts.
April.: The life of Christ, told In about forty five minutes, and as 
much as possible in the words of the Bible, with correlated pictures 
and hjmns.
Mav< The whole evening’s program could be built about son© famous religious 
picture. A large copy of the picture itself could be displayed and briefly 
analysed, the story it represents effectively told, and appropriate hymns 
and other special music, sung. Instead of using many pictures, this tims, 
attention would be concentrated on one alone, the meaning being brought 
out in every possible way. This would not only effectively introduce 
a groat picture to the audience, but also a great lesson in terns never 
to be forgotten.
Jupe: Correlated hymns and pictures built on the theme God in Hature.
JtLig: A series of hymn dramatizations, from six to ten, each taking from three 
to five minutes. This would involve not only th© dramatization itself, 
but help from the orchestra, the chorus, and congregational singing.
August: An eveAang given over to congregational singing, lead by the 
young people’s chorus, and interspersed with instrumental selections.
In addition to the evening services, there would of course be 
the fine arts emphasis in the regular class work, continuous training in 
the art of worship in the department worship services and devotional
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meetings, and special activities outside the church such as carolling 
throng the town Christmas eve, holding an out of door sing early 3astor 
morning, or putting on a missionaiy play - possibly for purposes of 
raising money. The occasional use oflthe fine arts in a purely, secular way 
is also essential, even in a program of religious education.
Of course such a' program would want to be promoted through a 
thoroughly unified system of organization, comprising the organized class, 
department, and community council. The definite organization dramatic 
clubs, choruses, art clubs etc. would mean the very duplication of organ­
ization against which young people's leaders are fejtrccggling at the present 
time. Eather those fine arts activities would ho carried on as activities 
of the already established organizations, in which all would be urged to 
participate. While undoubtedly most of the young people would find their 
major interest in one or the other of these activities, the-effort of the 
leaders should be in the direction of securing an all round program for each 
rayher' than specialization along one line. It will be readily seen from 
the urogram outlined above that much time would be required in outside 
preparation, under skilled leadership, and ^eat care must be excoroised 
not to allow the activities to gro-ff so pretentious that the fine arts 
program will take a disproportionate amount of time.
It should also be noted that the above is a very pretentious 
program, calling for a fine arts director, or at least a director of young 
people's work with adequate training in the fine arts, as well as considerable 
equipment, and a large number of available young people. It could, hCA-ever, 
be sin^lified to fit any church school, and would w^ll repay the tine and
effort involved.
coksLuaioH
The Protestant ohxuroh has not always been friendly to the Pino Arts*
It is easy to discard good things along with had, and this was ^t happened 
during the Protestant Beformation, when the legitimate, sensational appeal 
of the Pine Arts was abolished along with the really objectionable features 
of the Boman Church*
Today, hbwover, the trend is in the direction of reinstating the Pine 
Arts in the worship and other activities of the Church. This is very fortunate 
for the church stands in great need of just such a contribution as the Pina 
Arts oah make at the present time* It should always be remembered that secular 
interests and sometimes decidedly wrong interests are being urged upon 
young people with the strongest possible emotional appeal* There is no reason 
^ why the church should not utilise this same type of appeal for hl^er ends*
Tlia forces of religious education can never hope to compete with-the other 
Interests which crowd upon young people in such attractive forms unless 
they do just this thing through the appeal of the Pine Arts; and if they do, 
there Is no reason why they should not succeed in supplanting low ideals with 
high, and above all else in making the Christ ideal dynamic in the develop­
ment of youth*
Pine Arts can provide not only the constructive substitute for 
undesireable activities which ^ ^ greatly needed, but also that a sane 
a^ balanced emotlonaligatlon of religious -Ideas necessary ^ ^ development 
of ^ highest character 3^ young people; and this Fine Arts program can ^ 
successfully promoted through the Young People*s Division of the Church 
School, and in Week Day Schools of Religion*
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